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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

The increase in human activities off the coast of Kaikoura, New Zealand may be altering 

the behaviour and movement patterns of dusky dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obscurus). 

The primary aim of this research was to assess the influence of human activities on the 

movement patterns, behaviour and social groupings of dusky dolphins at Kaikoura. The 

secondary aim was to provide management recommendations to the Department of 

Conservation for dolphin watching and swimming operations. The main objectives were 

to: 1) document the exposure of dusky dolphins to human activities and 2) assess the 

short-term responses of dusky dolphins to boats and swimmers. The specific objectives 

were to: 1) determine if dolphins respond differently to different numbers and types of 

boats, 2) assess the levels of disturbance caused by these activities and 3) determine 

whether these activities affect dolphin behaviour differently depending on time of day. 

I tracked dolphins and boats with a theodolite from a cliff top. I also recorded surface 

activity behaviour of the dolphins by visual scanning. I observed dolphins over 443 

hours and 39 minutes from November 1993 to April 1995. At least one boat was present 

within 300 m of a focal dolphin pod for 72% of the total observation time. Of the 949 

boat approaches observed, 84% were commercial dolphin or whale-watching boats, 10% 

were private boats and 6% were fishing boats. There was a significant increase in the 

number of commercial and private boats present with dolphins from 1994 to 1995. 

Dolphins showed short-term changes in behaviour when boats approached within 300 m. 

In addition, there may be certain times of the day when dolphins are more susceptible to 

boat disturbance. This is most likely related to times when dolphins are normally resting. 

Aerial activity more than doubled in the presence of boats from late morning onwards; 

however, there was no statistically significant interaction between aerial activity and time 

of day. Dolphin pod dispersion was twice as high when boats were present during mid 

to late afternoon. There was no significant effect of the presence of boats and swimmers 

on dolphin pod dispersion, density, speed, number of directional changes and group 

envelope. There was also no significant effect of different numbers of boats on dolphin 

behaviour. Dolphins made more directional changes during midday and more clean leaps 

during late morning and midday when a combination of commercial boats with fishing 

and/or private boats were present. The significant effect of boat type and time of day 

indicates that dolphins may respond to boat behaviour and uncertainty in behaviour and 

that they are more susceptible to this disturbance later in the day. Dolphins responded to 

human activity with a noticeable change in behaviour 16 times. Reactions included faster 

swimming, increased aerial activity, startle reaction, and stopping, with dolphins moving 
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Abstract 

in different directions. Most of these instances occurred when boats failed to abide by the 

conditions governing behaviour around dolphins as set out under the Marine Mammal 

Protection Regulations (1992). 

There is a need for increased education of commercial skippers and the public on 

appropriate boating behaviour around dolphins. Making the behaviour of boats more 

consistent and predictable among commercial, fishing and private boats should reduce the 

effect of boat type on dolphin behaviour. A reduction in boat activity from late morning 

to the mid afternoon should also reduce disturbance. 

There are no indications that boat activity has resulted in dolphins moving away from the 

Kaikoura area. Until data are available on the long-term and biological effects of dolphin 

watching on dusky dolphins, it would seem prudent to keep the amount of boat activity in 

the area at or below current levels. A precautionary approach, ensuring that boat 

disturbance does not increase will reduce the risk of potential long-term effects on the 

population. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Nature tourism experienced rapid world-wide growth in the late 1980s (Boo 1990), around the 

time when the New Zealand whale and dolphin watching industry began. The first New Zealand 

commercial dolphin watching operation began in Kaikoura in 1989, targeting the dusky dolphin 

(Lagenorhynchus obscurus). This study addresses the question of whether human activities are 

altering the behaviour and movement patterns of dusky dolphins at Kaikoura. 

Any disturbance to dusky dolphins could have both short and long-term effects. For example, 

close contact with humans may induce altered behaviour in individuals or pods of dolphins in the 

short-term. Stress may manifest through avoidance of humans or aggression towards humans 

(Tyack 1987). Repeated and prolonged contact with humans could result in a disruption of 

"critical behaviours" such as feeding, rest and reproduction which in tum may threaten the long

term health and growth of the population (Richardson et al. 1995). 

Dusky Dolphin Biology and Behaviour 

The dusky dolphin is found in temperate and cold temperate circumpolar waters near all land 

masses of the Southern Hemisphere (Brownell 1974; Klinowska 1991). These include southern 

New Zealand, Argentina, Chile, Peru, the Falkland Islands and the southern tip of South Africa 

(Brownell and Cipriano, in press). The distribution of dusky dolphins along the west coast of 

South Africa and both coasts of South America is associated with the continental shelf and cool 

waters (Gaskin 1972). Their distribution around New Zealand is thought to be associated with the 

Subtropical Convergence where cold southern currents converge with the warmer northern current 

causing a subtropical up-welling (Gaskin 1968). 

Scant information is available on the abundance of L. obscurus (Brownell and Cipriano, in press), 

although they are thought to be relatively abundant throughout their range (Leatherwood and 

Reeves 1983; Jefferson et al. 1994). "Several thousand" dusky dolphins are known to occur 

along the coast of Argentina (Wtirsig and Bastida 1986). 

The populations of dusky dolphins around the land masses of South America, South Africa and 

New Zealand are considered to be discontinuous, although occasional migration may be possible. 

New Zealand dusky dolphins appear to be genetically distinct from other populations around the 

world (Van Waerebeek 1993; Wtirsig et al. 1996; F. Cipriano and K. Ingram, unpub. data), which 
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makes it even more important to ensure that their distribution, abundance and behaviour are not 

affected by human activity. 

Off Argentina and Kaikoura, New Zealand, dusky dolphins can be found throughout the year 

(Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980; Cipriano 1992). In Argentina, the basic group contains between 6 and 

15 animals, although these small pods coalesce into large groups of around 300 animals during 

bouts of co-operative feeding (Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980; Wtirsig 1982). Stable groups were 

observed within a more fluid society of changing group size (Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980). The 

dusky dolphin is a commonly occurring cetacean in the near shore area around the South Island of 

New Zealand (Brownell 1974). Off Kaikoura, they are generally found in pods ranging in size 

from 6 to 300 animals. However, pods observed in winter (mean 150 individuals) were generally 

larger than those observed in other seasons (mean 65 individuals) (Cipriano 1992). During 

autumn months, pods of well over 1000 individuals may form (Stonehouse 1965; Cipriano 1992) 

and pods of over 500 individuals may form over winter months. 

Substantial descriptions from land based observations of the undisturbed behaviour of dusky 

dolphins off Kaikoura Peninsula have demonstrated that dolphins were concentrated over the 

flanks of the Kaikoura Submarine Canyon (Cipriano 1985, 1992; Webber 1987; Wtirsig et al. 

1989, Wtirsig et al. 1991) (Figure 1). Near Kaikoura Peninsula they habitually come within 1 to 3 

km of shore during the summer days to socialise, rest and engage in feeding (Wtirsig et al. 1991). 

Dusky dolphins are highly gregarious (Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980). Individually recognisable 

dolphins were encountered repeatedly between February 1984 and January 1985, with some 

dolphin pods remaining in the Kaikoura region for weeks or months at a time (Cipriano 1985). 

The majority of feeding appears to occur during the evening and night in deep water, around the 

shelves of the near shore Kaikoura Canyon. Dolphins eat mainly mesopelagic fishes (lantern 

fishes) and squid that migrate vertically to within 50-100 m of the surface at night (Cipriano 1985, 

1992). 

For some dolphin species the near shore environment is thought to be critical for survival (Wtirsig 

et al. 1996). Moving into these areas during the day is thought to reduce predation by deepwater 

sharks and killer whales (Orcinus orca) (Norris and Dohl 1980a, 1980b; Irvine et al. 1981; Wtirsig 

1984, 1989). Dusky dolphins have been observed moving into extremely shallow water in 

response to the presence of killer whales at Kaikoura (Wtirsig 1989; Cipriano 1992; Constantine et 

al. 1997) and forming tightly bunched groups with movement away from killer whales in 

Argentina (Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980). 
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Figure 1. Map of the Kaikoura study site showing Ota Matu Lookout Point (where 
behavioural observations of dolphin pods were made) and bathymetry. 
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The Kaikoura area, partially protected from oceanic waves and periodic high winds, may also be 

of special importance for calf-rearing (Witrsig et al. 1996). In both Argentina and New Zealand 

calves are born mainly during the summer (Witrsig and Witrsig 1980; Cipriano 1992). The 

calving period in New Zealand coincides with the months that dolphins were found closest to 

shore (Cipriano 1992). "Nursery" pods comprising mothers and calves can be seen throughout 

the summer when boat activity is highest. Pregnant mothers and calves are probably the most 

sensitive to human disturbance (Witrsig et al. 1996). The disruption of mating activity which takes 

place over the summer months may also be of concern. 

Interactions Between Humans and Dolphins 

Dolphins regularly approach boats to bow ride. In some circumstances, individual dolphins have 

become highly sociable with humans, often coming into direct contact (Lockyer 1978). There are 

many cases of sociable dolphins (Cowan 1911; Alpers 1963; Gilchrist 1967; Baker 1974; Lockyer 

1978; Dobbs 1977; Doak 1981; Dobbs 1981; Gaskin 1983; Dobbs 1984; Lockyer and Morris 

1986; Doak 1988, 1994), the majority being bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). 

Groups of dolphins may also show highly sociable behaviours (Lockyer 1990). For example, 

humans have regularly hand-fed fish to dolphins at Monkey Mia in Shark Bay, Western Australia, 

since the late 1960s (Doak 1981; Gawain 1982; Connor and Smolker 1985). Similar feeding 

sessions are held at Tangalooma Island Resort on Moreton Bay, Brisbane, Australia (Orams 1994; 

Tangalooma Moreton Island Resort 1994; Brieze et al. 1995; Orams 1995). Dolphin behavioural 

and health problems associated with these feeding programmes have been reported (Simmonds 

1990; Wilson 1994; Orams 1996). 

The Whale and Dolphin Watching Industry 

Whale and dolphin watching has the potential to bring economic benefits to communities (Duffus 

and Dearden 1993; U.S. Office of Technology Assessment 1993). Today some 65 countries and 

island territories have whale or dolphin watching industries (Hoyt 1995) which have transformed 

many human communities (Carlson 1996). In 1994 an estimated 5.4 million people worldwide 

participated in whale or dolphin watching, spending more than US $500 million in total revenues 

(Hoyt 1995). The number of people participating in whale watching grew by 10.3% per year 

between 1991 and 1994 (Hoyt 1995). In New Zealand, the dolphin and whale watching industry 

is expected to earn in excess of NZ $15 million in direct income by the year 2000. An additional 

input into the New Zealand economy of NZ $45-50 million is expected as a direct result of this 

industry (Donoghue 1994). 

There are also non-economic benefits created by taking people out to view free-ranging cetaceans, 

as opposed to visiting captive marine cetaceans (U.S. Office of Technology Assessment 1993; 

Amante-Helweg 1995, 1996). One possible benefit for conservation is raising public awareness 
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about marine mammals in their natural environment (Beach and Weinrich 1989; Duffus and 

Dearden 1990; Forestell and Kaufman 1990; Forestell 1993; Carole Carlson, pers. comm.). The 

whale watching operation in Andenes, Norway, demonstrates the value of a well-developed 

education programmes which extends the value of the whale-watching experience and secures 

public support for good management of the industry (IFA W 1996). 

Captive swim-with-dolphin programmes have become popular tourist attractions, producing 

substantial economic revenue for local communities and facility operators (NMFS 1990). People 

participate in these programmes for a variety of reasons, including education, recreation and 

therapy (Livermore 1991; Dobbs 1992; Nathanson and de Faria 1993). 

Commercial Swim-With-Dolphin Operations in New Zealand 

The first New Zealand commercial tours to view and swim with dolphins began in Kaikoura in 

1989. New Zealand has several species of coastal dolphins accessible to tourist operations that 

take people to observe and swim with them in the wild (Doak 1994). These include the dusky, 

common (Delphinus delphis), bottlenose and Hector's (Cephalorhynchus hectori) dolphins. There 

are presently 12 companies licensed to take tourists to view and swim with dolphins (Doak 1994). 

These operations are found in Porpoise Bay, Southland, Banks Peninsula, Kaikoura, 

Marlborough Sounds, Bay of Plenty, Coromandel and Bay of Islands. In addition to these 

operations another 30 companies take people out by boat to view dolphins (Doak 1994). Many of 

these operators still have their applications for a permit being processed by the Department of 

Conservation (DoC) (Doak 1994). There are still many more people around New Zealand that 

would like to start operating companies. This situation reflects the public interest and huge 

potential of dolphin watching in this country. 

The Tourism Industry at Kaikoura 

Kaikoura, a small community of 3,000 people, is one of the world's best sites for viewing whales 

and dolphins in their natural environment. This is due to several reasons. The continental shelf is 

very narrow where it is incised by the Kaikoura Canyon and productivity in this inshore area may 

be enhanced by upwelling of deeper nutrient-rich water at the head of the canyon. These 

conditions provide a good environment for an abundance of invertebrates, fish and several species 

of marine mammals (Scott 1991 ). Fifteen species of whales and dolphins have been identified off 

Kaikoura's coast (Baker and MacGibbon 1991; Brett 1992). The dolphin species most commonly 

observed off Kaikoura include the dusky, bottlenose, common and Hector's dolphins. 

In 1994, 50,000 overseas tourists visited Kaikoura. Of these, 30,000 viewed the whales through 

the whale watching company Whale Watch Kaikoura, resulting in an overall turnover of over NZ 

$2 million (Brett 1992). Combined with the dolphin watching in Kaikoura, the industry brings 
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enormous economic and social benefits to the local community; for example, new jobs, 

accommodation facilities and businesses (Brett 1992). 

6 

Historically, dusky dolphins at Kaikoura have lived with little to moderate boat traffic for many 

years, mainly from fishing boats. However over the past seven years, Kaikoura has experienced 

an increase in commercial and non-commercial human activity. At present dusky dolphins are 

regularly approached by boats during the summer and recently commercial trips have become 

regular during the winter months. There are also several commercial operators using aircraft for 

viewing dolphins and whales. 

There are three commercial companies licensed to take out tourists to view the dolphins from their 

boats. Private boats also approach the dolphins and fishing boats are active daily in the area where 

the dolphins are present. Several of the commercial boats and many private boats are small, high 

speed, outboard-driven rigid-hulled inflatables which produce underwater sound at frequencies 

between 2 and 4 kHz (Gordon et al. 1992), which may cause disturbance to dolphins (Richardson 

et al. 1995). Two of the commercial companies are licensed to allow tourists to enter the water to 

swim with the dolphins. The number of trips per day and the number of swimmers allowed on 

each boat are variable between the companies. These companies make up to three trips per day and 

up to 91 people may enter the water within 1 m of the dolphins daily. The effect of human 

swimmers on the dolphins is unknown. 

Management of the Tourism Industry 

Soon after the commercial whale and dolphin watching began in Kaikoura, regulations were 

introduced to establish a permit system and a set of operating conditions governing the behaviour 

of people, boats and aircraft in the vicinity of marine mammals (Baxter 1994). These regulations 

attempt to manage the growth of the industry and to lessen potential impacts on the dolphins and 

whales. The DoC licenses commercial operators with a permit issued under the Marine Mammals 

Protection Regulations (MMPR) (1992). Part I, 6(c) states that " ... the commercial operations 

should not have any significant adverse effects on the behavioural patterns of the marine 

mammals ... ". Part 3 of these regulations, outlines several operating conditions which each 

operator must adhere to in order to minimise disturbance. The critical conditions relating to 

dolphins are summarised below and illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Approach conditions for boat behaviour within 300 m of a dolphin pod. Illustration 

adapted from Baxter (1994). 

1 . Boats are to approach a dolphin from a direction that is parallel to and slightly to the rear of 

the dolphin pod. 

2. There should be no more than three boats and/or aircraft within a distance of 300 m from a 

pod of dolphins. 

3. Boats are to reduce speed to no-wake speed (ie. non-planing) within 300 m of a dolphin 

pod. When leaving a pod of dolphins, the regulations allow boats to increase speed 

gradually to 10 knots to out-distance dolphins. 

4. Boats are not permitted to proceed through a pod of dolphins, or obstruct the path or 

disperse any pod of dolphins. 

5. People are not allowed to swim with juvenile dolphins or a pod that includes juvenile 

dolphins. 

6. If a pod of dolphins shows obvious reluctance to interact with swimmers and/or boats, 

contact should be abandoned. 

Under the MMPR (1992), aircraft up to an altitude of 600 m must be no closer than 150 m 

horizontally of a dolphin pod. There is also a minimum altitude of 150 m above a dolphin pod. 

Commercial fishing boats are not bound by the regulations. 
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Effects of Human Disturbance on Cetaceans 

A cetacean's sense of hearing is important for food finding, navigation and communication (Payne 

and Webb 1971; Baker 1983; Richardson et al. 1986, Myrberg 1990). In odontocetes (toothed 

whales and dolphins), hearing is highly refined, allowing them to hear a wide range of frequencies 

(Richardson et al. 1995). Cetaceans can also determine with accuracy the direction from which 

sounds come (Baker 1983). 

Anthropogenic noise pollution overlaps substantially with the frequencies used by cetaceans and 

could lead to the masking of communication signals to thereby reduce the effective communication 

range (Payne and Webb 1971; Reeves 1992); and affect the ability of odontocetes to echolocate 

(Myrberg 1978; Richardson et al. 1995). In addition to having direct effects on behaviour and 

possibly physiology (Ketten et al. 1993; Moscrop and Simmonds 1994; Ketten 1995; Todd et al. 

1996), human activities may also cause animals to avoid areas of high disturbance (Fraker et al. 

1981). Research findings indicate significant short-term behavioural changes of cetaceans can 

occur in the vicinity of boat, aircraft, seismic and industrial noise (Myrberg 1990). 

Reactions to boats 

Many reactions to boats are thought to be reactions to noise. McCauley et al. (1996) observed an 

interaction between boat noise, time of day and background sea noise on the amount of humpback 

whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) song heard. Cetaceans may also react to visual stimuli, such as 

the sight of a boat hull or swimmers during tourist activities (Wtirsig et al. 1990). 

Reeves ( 1977) described six possible mechanisms of how boats may affect gray whales 

(Eschrichtius robustus) which would be applicable to other species of whales and dolphins. These 

are: 1) changes in energy budgets, with any extra energy used in avoiding boats or other 

disturbances reducing energy available for necessary biological functions such as reproduction; 2) 

direct interruption of mating or reproductive events; 3) noise induced effects such as fright, 

induced stress or inte1ference with communication; 4) calf strandings caused by mother-calf 

separation or abandonment; 5) collision; and 6) physical displacement from an area. 

Short-term effects of boat disturbance 

Responses to boat traffic vary among different species (Sorenson et al. 1984; Richardson et al. 

1995) and among individuals of the same species (Briggs 1991; Philips and Baird 1993; Adimey 

1995; Duffus and Baird 1995, for killer whales). Many cetacean species often tolerate or even 

approach boats (Jones and Swartz 1984; Bouchet et al. 1985; Shane et al. 1986; Acevedo 1991; 

Henningsen and Wtirsig 1992; Williams et al. 1992; Fertl 1994; Goold 1996). However within 

the same species, individuals show variation in responses which sometimes includes avoidance of 

boats (Au and Weihs 1980; Hewitt 1985; Hawke 1989; Polacheck and Thorpe 1990; Leatherwood 

et al. 1991; Janik and Thompson 1996; Trites et al. 1996), especially rapidly or erratically moving 
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boats (Ray et al. 1978; Swartz and Cummings 1978; Bogoslovskaya et al. 1981; Watkins 1981; 

Jones and Swartz 1984). Different dolphin pods may also show variation in response, 

presumably due to variations in the type of human-dolphin interactions. For example dolphins in 

tuna purse seining, are more inclined to avoid boats than to approach or ignore them (Norris et al. 

1978; Norris and Dohl 1980b; Irvine et al. 1981; Au and Perryman 1982). The dolphins' activity 

often influences their reactions to boats, with resting dolphins tending to avoid boats, foraging 

dolphins ignoring them and socialising dolphins at times more interactive (Wtirsig and Wtirsig 

1980; Shane 1990; Ritter 1996; Bernd Wtirsig, pers. comm.). 

Long-term effects of boat disturbance 

Evidence of long-term effects of boats on cetacean populations is lacking and difficult to 

document. Repeated changes in short-term behaviour and physiology could (but not necessarily) 

result in stress. This could cause a decline in health or result in long-term shifts away from 

important areas of habitat (Richardson et al. 1995). There are several possible cases of whales 

being displaced from areas of high human activity (Nishiwaki and Sasao 1977; Reeves 1977; 

Norris and Reeves 1978; Herman et al. 1980; Glockner-Ferrari and Venus 1983; Duffus 1996). 

Watkins ( 1986) found that responses of baleen whales to boats changed over 20 years as a major 

whale watching industry developed off New England, with some species becoming more tolerant 

and other species more sensitive to boat activity. 

Animals, including whales, often habituate to repeated or continuous stimuli that are not followed 

by any negative consequences (Thorpe 1963; Jones and Swartz 1984; Watkins 1986). However, 

it is not known whether whales and dolphins that are exposed to significant noise are truly 

unaffected. For example, such animals may remain in noisy waters because suitable food or other 

requirements are scarce elsewhere (Brodie 1981 ). There is a definite paucity of information about 

the cumulative effects of the observed short-term impacts of human disturbance. 

Current research 

A variety of dolphin species are targeted by the tourism industry around the world, including the 

bottlenose, spotted (Stenella attenuata), Atlantic spinner (Stenellafrontalis), Hawaiian spinner (S. 

longirostris), common, Hector's and dusky dolphins. Despite the worldwide growth of the 

cetacean tourism industry over the last decade, it is only recently that research has attempted to 

quantify its impacts. There is little published scientific information available. There are at least 

five research projects under way around the world aimed at assessing the short-term impacts of 

human disturbance on various dolphin populations. Due to the rapidly growing popularity of 

whale and dolphin watching and of swim-with-dolphin programmes, it is likely that these activities 

will spread to many more species and areas. It is important that scientists (and the whale and 

dolphin watching industry) ensure that the industry is ecologically sustainable and recognises the 
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long-term benefits of encouraging research into its effects on the animals. The industry needs to 

be regulated to protect whales and dolphins from possible adverse impacts. 

Rationale for this Research 

The MMPR (1992) were reviewed in 1992 for two main reasons. The one relevant to this study 

being that the conditions in Part III were fine tuned following recommendations from research into 

the impacts of boat activity on sperm whales (Physeter macrophysalus) at Kaikoura (Gordon et al. 

1992). These whales are predominantly bachelor males that spend most of their time feeding in the 

deep sea canyon off Kaikoura (Baker and MacGibbon 1991 ). In comparison, dolphins are not 

deep divers and usually stay under water for only up to 5 minutes (Baker 1983). This allows 

boats to approach and stay with the dolphins and hence may make them more prone to disturbance 

from human activity. 

Until this study, no research had been done to assess whether the current regulations were 

effective or appropriate in minimising "harassment" for dusky dolphins. Under the MMPR 

(1992), marine mammal harassment includes any action that (a) causes or is likely to cause injury 

or distress to any marine mammal or (b) disrupts significantly or is likely to disrupt significantly 

the normal behavioural patterns of any marine mammal. The DoC does not yet have any criteria as 

to assess a "significant disruption" of behaviours. 

Objectives 

The primary aim of this research is to assess the influence of human activities on movement 

patterns, behaviour and social groupings of dusky dolphins at Kaikoura. The MMPR states that 

human activities should not change the behaviour of marine mammals. Therefore, this study 

examined whether there were any changes in dolphin behaviour due to human activities. The 

secondary aim is to provide management recommendations to the DoC for dolphin watching and 

swimming operations. In this way, the conditions governing behaviour around dolphins can be 

developed to minimise disturbance of tourist-dolphin interactions on the dusky dolphin population. 

The specific objectives were to: 

1 . document the exposure of dusky dolphins to human activities off the Kaikoura coast. 

2. assess the short-term responses of dusky dolphins to boats and swimmers. 

In addition to determining whether the presence of boats and swimmers affects dolphin behaviour, 

the DoC needs to know whether an increasing number of boats has increased levels of disturbance 

of dolphin behaviour. In addition, different types of boats may affect dolphin behaviour more than 

others. Specific objectives to answer these issues were to: 
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1 . Determine if dolphins respond differently to different numbers and types of boats. 

2. Assess the levels of disturbance caused by these activities. 

3 . Determine whether these activities affect dolphin behaviour differently depending on time 

of day. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

Study Site 

I observed dusky dolphins from Ota Matu Lookout Point (73 m high, 42° 29' 029" S, 173° 31' 

711" E), 19 km south of Kaikoura Peninsula, New Zealand (Figure 1). The 50 m depth 

contour passes within half a kilometre of the end of the Peninsula, swinging east and 

southward to lie only 200-300 m off-shore at Goose Bay. An extensive steep-sided submarine 

canyon (the Hikurangi Trough) lies 9 km south of the Peninsula, where depths of> 1000 mare 

found within 7 km of the shore (Stonehouse 1965). I collected data over the summer to 

autumn months from 1993 to 1995 when dolphins were within 10 km off the coast during the 

day. This period coincides with peak boat activity in the area, mainly from commercial dolphin 

watching tours. 

Ota Matu Lookout Point is the same cliff site that was used during a study on dusky dolphins 

before commercial dolphin watching operations began (Cipriano 1992). Cipriano found that 

dolphins were present in the waters around Ota Matu Lookout Point over the summer more 

often than other areas along the Kaikoura coast, making Ota Matu an ideal observation site. 

Tourist Operations 

In Kaikoura, two companies are licensed to take boat trips of tourists to view and swim with 

the dolphins: New Zealand Sea Adventures and Dolphin Mary Charters. Whale Watch 

Kaikoura is also licensed to observe dolphins during their trips to view sperm whales. Table I 

summarises the number and type of boats the commercial companies used over the course of 

the study. 

There are currently five commercial operators using aircraft for viewing dolphins at Kaikoura. 

These operators include Whale Watch Air Ltd., Kaikoura Helicopters, Kaikoura Aero Club 

Inc. and Air Tours Kaikoura, all based in Kaikoura and Southflight Aviation Ltd. from 

Christchurch. 
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Table I. Summary of commercial companies that took people to view* and swim with 
dolphins off Kaikoura during all or part of the study period, from December 1993 to April 
1994 and October 1994 to April 1995. Boat names, type of boat and top and cruising speeds 
are given. 

Company Boat Name Type of Boat Speed 
Dolphin Mary Dolphin Encounter 8.8mFCAT TS 35 k 

Charters (DE) 2 x 200 h.p. OB CS 29k 

Dolphin Encounter II 8 mAJET TS 28k 
(DE2) 1 x 315 h.p. DL CS 23 k 

Dolphin Mary (DM) 6mGB,ASC TS 29k 
1 x 115 h.p. OB CS 22k 

NZ Sea Adventures Seaquest (SQ) 6mASC TS 30k 
2 x 90 h.p. OB CS 24k 

Kotuku (K) lOmASC TS 35 k 
2 x 225 h.p. OB CS 26k 

Whale Watch Orea (0) 6mRHA TS45k 
Kaikoura* 2 x 140 h.p. OB CS 28 k 

Paikea (P) 6mRHA TS45k 
2 x 140 h.p. OB CS 28 k 

Cachalot (C) 6mRHA TS 45k 
2 x 140 h.p. OB CS 28 k 

Uruao (U) 12.6mRHA TS 35 k 
3 x 250 h.p. OB CS 25 k 

Wawahia (W) 12.3 m F P CAT JET 'TS 28 k 
2 x 480 h.p. CS 23 k 

Key 
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A Aluminium; CAT Catamaran; CS cruising speed; DL Diesel Engine; F Fibreglass; GB Glass

bottom; h.p. horse power; JET Jet drive Unit; k knots; MH Mono Hulled; OB Out board 

Engine; P Planing; RH Rigid Hulled Inflatable; SC Stabicraft; TS top speed. 
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Study Design 

Cipriano's (1992) study on the behaviour and ecology of dusky dolphins at Kaikoura was 

carried out before commercial tours began and therefore provides a baseline from which to 

assess the disturbance reactions of dolphins to boats. The present study was designed to 

compare dolphin behaviour in the presence and absence of boats. Dolphin behaviours were 

described for shorter observation periods than those used by Cipriano, preventing the use of 

statistical tests to compare dolphins behaviour between the two studies. 

14 

Several techniques have been used by researchers to assess the impacts of human disturbance 

(IFAW 1995). These include whale-watching platforms which offer opportunities for data to be 

collected inexpensively. Using this technique also allows researchers to collect detailed 

information of individual dolphin or whale responses to human activities, such as responses of 

dolphins to swimmers (Constantine and Baker 1996). However, it is difficult to assess the 

disturbance caused by the boat on the animals being observed. Independent platforms, such as 

shore-lining observation sites, remove the possibility of observer disturbance and allows the 

comparison of cetacean behaviour in the presence and absence of boats. One disadvantage is the 

limit of detail that can be collected from cetacean/human interactions, when observing from a 

distance. Research combining the two techniques will yield the best results. 

Observing dolphins from Ota Matu Lookout Point made it possible to collect data on dolphin 

pod behaviour with and without boats, without adding observer disturbance. I defined a pod 

as an association of individuals that are swimming together and moving as a unit (but not 

necessarily all pointing in the same direction) (Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980). I observed the 

largest pod of dolphins (focal pod) in the study area as they were the pods that commercial 

boats visited. Over the course of the study, pods without boats proved to be the rarer situation, 

so when several pods were present in the area, I observed the pod without boats. I collected 

data using two main techniques: theodolite tracking and surface activity scans. 

Theodolite Tracking 

I tracked dolphin and boat movements using a Lietz-Sokkisha digital theodolite with 30x 

monocular, connected to a computer for data storage (Wtirsig et al. 1991; Mayo and Goodson 

1993). The theodolite is a surveyor's transit for measuring vertical angles relative to gravity 

and horizontal angles from a selected reference point. I repeatedly checked and reset the 

horizontal zero of the transit throughout the day. Positions were automatically entered onto a 

computer in the field. From knowledge of the sighting station's position on a map, its height 

above the sea surface (corrected for tidal fluctuations) and the position of a landmark used to 

zero the horizontal scale, I translated each theodolite position into x and y co-ordinates on a 

map using TTrak (Theodolite-Tracking data analysis program; Cipriano 1990). This technique 

allowed me to determine the exact location of dolphin pods and boats. If sighting conditions 
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were good and the dolphin pod was within 5 km of the observation site, position accuracy 

should be within 5 m (Wiirsig et al. 1991). Successive positions are used to calculate speed of 

travel, direction of movement, distances of subjects from shore and each other and changes in 

orientation. See Wiirsig et al. (1991) or Mayo and Goodson (1993) for more complete 

descriptions of theodolite tracking techniques. 

Theodolite tracking was done for periods lasting ten minutes each, with a maximum of four 

periods completed per hour of observation. I tracked the movement of boats within 500 m of 

focal dolphin pods. During each period, I recorded the size of a focal pod, pod dispersion, 

group envelope and the activity of human swimmers. Pod dispersion was recorded by rapidly 

recording the location of opposite ends of the dolphin pod (Cipriano 1992). Group envelope 

was described using four main categories: 1) "closed" (closely spaced dolphins moving as a 

unit); 2) "open" (loose collection of dolphins spread over 100 m to 500 m with haphazard 

dolphin movement); 3)"widely scattered" (individuals and small subgroups spread over a wide 

area(> 1 km2) and moving independently); and 4) "extended" (tightly spaced dolphins spread in 

a long, narrow line or wedge (>500 m long) moving as a unit). 

Surface Activity Levels 

Surface activity was recorded to determine whether it increased or decreased in the presence of 

boats. Cipriano's results were used to carry out power analyses during the experimental design 

phase. These tests showed that "clean leaps" and "slaps" had the lowest variability over the 

day of all surface activities. These behaviours were therefore recorded. A clean leap describes 

a dolphin leaping into the air and making a clean re-entry. A slap describes a dolphin partially 

or completely leaping out of the water and hitting the water surface with one part or one side of 

the body, creating a splash on re-entry (Ostman and Folkens, in prep.). 

During the first field season, I recorded the number of clean leaps and slaps made by open, 

closed and extended pods of dolphins during five minute intervals. Following further 

discussion, this method was changed. During the second field season, I made three scans over 

one minute, looking from one side of the dolphin pod to the other. Each dolphin was observed 

once during a scan and the number of clean leaps and slaps recorded. The number of clean 

leaps and slaps was therefore not biased towards repetitive behaviours of a few dolphins as 

was possible using the first method. Only the results for clean leaps and slaps recorded during 

the second field season are presented in the results. I made a maximum of three surface activity 

observations per hour. 

I also recorded the size of the focal pod, the number and type of boats present and the activity 

of swimmers within 300 m during every set of scans. Observations were later transcribed and 
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the mean number of clean leaps and slaps per scan calculated. I then calculated the number of 

clean leaps and slaps per 100 dolphins. 

Environmental Conditions 

At the start of each hour of observations, I recorded various environmental conditions. These 

were Beaufort Sea state (0 = flat calm, 1 = surface broken by ripples, 2 = small wavelets, 3 = 
scattered white caps, 4 = many white caps) (Lamont 1994), percentage cloud cover (how much 

of the sky was obscured by clouds) and an arbitrary scale of dolphin visibility ( 1 = excellent, 2 

= good, 3 = poor). Observations began at sunrise and ended when the dolphins had moved too 

far from shore to be seen accurately. In good weather, this was usually when the dolphins had 

moved farther than 7 km from the study site. I stopped collecting data when wind strength 

exceeded Beaufort 3 and in rain or fog as these conditions obscured dolphins making theodolite 

tracking inaccurate. 

Boat-based Observations 

I observed dolphins from commercial swim-with-dolphin boats (22 trips with Dolphin Mary 

Charters and one trip with NZ Sea Adventures) to gain more detailed information on 

swimmer/dolphin interactions. For each trip, I recorded the total time swimmers spent in the 

water with dolphins and the number of dolphins that had "sustained interactions" with 

swimmers. Sustained interactions included those where a dolphin repeatedly swam within five 

m of a swimmer (Constantine and Baker 1996). When large pods of dolphins swam near or 

through a group of swimmers, it was very difficult to discern whether dolphins sustained 

interactions with a swimmer. The number of dolphins that were recorded as interacting with 

swimmers is most likely an underestimate. I also made observations whilst swimming with the 

dolphins. 

Daily Summary 

Each day that dolphins were observed, I calculated the total observation time, the number and 

type of boats that approached within 300 m of a dolphin pod and the percentage of time boats 

were present within 300 m of the dolphin pod. I defined boats as present within 300 m as this 

is the distance used to regulate boat activity in the MMPR (1992), allowing the appropriateness 

of this distance to be assessed. The number of times boats approached within 300 m of the 

dolphin pod is underestimated. This is because the movements of boats within 500 m of 

dolphins were not continuously tracked by theodolite. I classified boats into one of three "use

class" categories: 1) commercial (whale and dolphin watching boats), 2) fishing (commercial 

fishing boats that worked daily in the area) and 3) private (predominantly recreational boats). 
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Ten Minute Summary 

I tracked dolphins and boats for ten minute periods in the presence and absence of boats. Due 

to practical problems in recording the positions of boats and dolphins exactly at the end of ten 

minutes, I allowed a range from seven to thirteen minutes for summarising data into groups. I 

used ten minute periods in which theodolite positions of dolphins spanned at least five minutes. 

Each ten minute observation was post-stratified into several categories: 

1. Presence or absence of boats (within 300 m of a focal dolphin pod), 

2. Presence or absence of swimmers, 

3. Total number of boats, 

4. Type of boats (a) commercial boats only, b) commercial with fishing and/or private boats or 

c) fishing and/or private boats), and 

5. Stage (ie. whether the observation was made before boats arrived, in the presence of boats 

or after boats had left. An observation was considered "before" if no boats had been 

near the dolphins for at least 30 minutes.) 

I calculated the mean speed, pod dispersion and number of directional changes made by 

dolphin pods for each observation period. To minimise errors associated with non-linear 

travel, travel speeds were calculated using two successive theodolite positions recorded within 

240 seconds of each other. I used these individual speed estimates to calculate the mean speed 

for each period. I calculated the mean number of directional changes for each period using the 

same successive theodolite positions. A change in direction was defined as a change in 

orientation of ~45° by a focal pod. I calculated dolphin density by dividing the number of 

dolphins by the mean dispersion of the pod. 

Statistical Analyses 

All data were analysed using Version 6.10 of the SAS statistical software package (SAS 

Institute, Cary, North Carolina). 

Boat Activity 

In order to answer the first objective of my study (to document the exposure of dusky dolphins 

to human activities), I quantified the level of boat activity around dolphins and the types of 

boats that visited them. I also tested whether boat activity varied among the summer and 

autumn months and during the day. 

I used data collected during December through to March for comparisons among months and 

between field seasons. General linear models (GLM) were used to investigate differences 

among months and between seasons for each of the following variables: percentage of 

observation time that boats were present, number of boats, number of commercial, fishing and 
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private boats (transformed using log10 to stabilise error variance) and time spent observing 

dolphins (transformed by the square root). I used observation time as a covariate because there 

was a direct relationship between the number of boats that approached the dolphins and the total 

daily observation effort (the longer dolphins were observed, the more boats visited the 

dolphins) (F1,s9 = 131.39, p ~ 0.001). 

Assessing the Effects of Tourism on Dolphin Behaviour 

In order to answer the second objective of my study (to assess the short-term responses of 

dusky dolphins to boats and swimmers), I performed tests to determine which human activities 

affected dolphin behaviour. 

Cipriano (1992) found that some dolphin behaviours changed in relation to time of day. To 

account for the effect of time on dolphin behaviour, I divided each day into two-hour time 

blocks, beginning at sunrise and continuing through all daylight hours (Appendix A) (Cipriano 

1992). Sunrise for a particular month was defined as the time of sunrise for the 15th of that 

month. The last time block ends at sunset; however, I did not collect data on dolphins later 

than time block 6 as they were normally too far off shore. 

Although not all dolphin parameters recorded are strictly behaviours, for ease of reading they 

will be referred to as behaviours. In summary, I recorded eight dolphin behaviours: 

1. Number of dolphins, 

2. Pod dispersion (m), 

3. Dolphin density (number of dolphins per square metre), 

4. Group envelope, 

5. Swimming speed (mis), 

6. Number of directional changes, 

7. Number of clean leaps/100 dolphins, 

8. Number of slaps/100 dolphins. 

The following eight predictors of dolphin behaviours were used for analyses: 

1. Presence or absence of boats (PAB) and swimmers (P ABS), 

2. Number of boats (NB; 0, 1, 2, 3 or :?:4 boats), 

3. Type of boat (TB; a, b or c), 

4. Time of day, 

5. Beaufort Sea state (BSS), 

6. Swell, 

7. % Cloud cover, 

8. Visibility. 
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I used data from 710 ten minute observations for the following statistical tests. Observations 

that fell into the following categories were removed from the analysis of dolphin behaviour: 1) 

nursery pods (n = 11 ), as too few observations were made in the presence of boats; 2) 

subgroups of a main pod (n = 46), as several different subgroups were followed; 3) pods that 

split or joined during the observation (n = 5), as this resulted in following different pods; and 

4) small groups including Maui, a lone bottlenose dolphin (n = 4), as when she was present the 

behaviour of the dusky dolphins was very erratic. 

Plots of residuals versus fitted values were used to check for heterogeneity of error variance for 

each dolphin behaviour. Where appropriate, transformations were used to stabilise the error 

variance (Snedecor and Cochran 1980). For number of dolphins, a log10 transformation was 

used and for dispersion, dolphin density and speed log10 (x + 1) was used. Directional 

changes and number of slaps were transformed by the square root (x + 1) and clean leaps using 

loge (x + 1). 

Do boats and swimmers change dolphin behaviour? 

The statistical tests used to determine the effects of factors PABS, NB, TB and time of day, on 

mean number of dolphins, pod dispersion, dolphin density, swimming speed, number of 

directional changes, number of clean leaps and number of slaps will be discussed first. As 

group envelope includes categorical data, different statistical methods were used. The effects 

of these factors on group envelope will be discussed separately. 

The effects of factors P ABS, NB and time of day on dolphin behaviour were tested using SAS 

PROC GLM. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOV A) was used to test whether there was 

an overall effect of presence and absence of boats and swimmers and time of day on mean pod 

dispersion, dolphin density, speed and number of directional changes. As number and type of 

boat are finer categorisations of the presence of boats, these factors were not incorporated into 

the MANOV A. As group envelope was categorical and clean leaps and slaps were not recorded 

at the same time, these behaviours could not be incorporated into the MANOV A. Only 

observations where pod dispersion, dolphin density, speed and directional changes were all 

recorded could be used, so MANOV A tests were done on a subset of the entire data set ( 446 

observations out of 776). Each behaviour was then tested separately by GLM, using the entire 

data set. Contrasts for linear trends were also used to investigate the effects of time of day on 

dolphin behaviour. 

Multi way GLMs, incorporating time block and day as sources of variability, were used to 

investigate the effect of PABS, NB and TB ( and possible interactions of these factors with time 

block) on dolphin behaviours. An outline of the model, with appropriate error terms and 

degrees of freedom, is given in Appendix B. Where the effect of P ABS, NB and TB, and 
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associated interactions with time block were insignificant, the effect of time of day was tested 

using a reduced model, with the mean square for Day (Time block) as an error term. 
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In addition to testing the effects of PABS on dolphin behaviour, the sums of squares for P ABS 

were partitioned into two orthogonal contrasts, regardless of whether the overall P ABS effect 

was found to be significant. The first contrast compares the mean response in periods when 

boats are present versus periods when boats are absent. The second contrast compares the 

mean response in periods when boats and swimmers are present versus periods when boats are 

present but swimmers are absent. 

Analysis of the effect of P AB on mean pod dispersion, dolphin density, speed and number of 

directional changes was also performed using sequences of ten minute observations before, 

during and after the presence of boats. In this way, the effects of uncontrolled variables can be 

better accounted for within a sequence. Observations made on the same pod of dolphins were 

grouped and one observation from each stage within that sequence randomly chosen. 

Sequences were divided into before, during and after (BDA), before and during (BD), and 

during and after (DA). For BDA, BD and DA sequences, two-way analyses of variance were 

performed including the factors sequence and stage. Table II summarises the number of 

observations used for these tests. 

Table II. Number of observations used in serial analysis of dolphin behaviour and number of 
days over which these observations spanned. Sequences of data were divided into three 
categories: 1) before, during and after boats (BDA), 2) before and during boats (BD) and 3) 
during and after boats (DA). 

Behaviour BDA BD DA No. of days 

Dispersion (m) 7 23 57 71 

Dolphin density 6 20 52 61 

Speed (mis) 7 22 57 81 

Number of directional chancres 7 23 57 82 

Few observations were made in time block 6. When testing the effects of P AB and time of day 

on mean pod dispersion, dolphin density, speed, number of directional changes, number of 

clean leaps and number of slaps, time blocks 5 and 6 were combined. Time block 6 was 

removed in order to complete linear contrast tests with time for each behaviour. Time blocks 5 

and 6 were combined for visual presentation of the effects of time on dolphin behaviour. 

The number of theodolite fixes taken on dolphin positions varied depending on the activity level 

of the pod and whether boats were present or not (as less time could be spent watching 
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dolphins when boats were also tracked). GLM was used to test the effect of number of fixes 

on mean pod speed. Mean dolphin pod speeds exceeding 20 mis were removed from all speed 

analyses as they were considered obvious outliers and well above the maximum speed limit 

recorded for dusky dolphins (Cipriano 1992). 

95% confidence intervals for the true mean differences in dolphin behaviour were calculated for 

each of the previous tests. The size of effect detectable with 95% power was calculated for 

each dolphin behaviour for the factors P AB and NB. Results of these calculations are 

presented separately for directional changes as different methods were used for back

transforming to the original scale. 

The effect of boat type on dolphin behaviour was also analysed using GLM. Few observations 

for boat type 'b' and 'c' were made during time blocks 1 and 5, so analyses were restricted to 

time blocks 2, 3 and 4. Similarly, when testing the effect of boat type on the mean number of 

clean leaps and slaps, time block 2 and time blocks 3 and 4 combined were used. Since there 

were few observations with more than two boats of boat type 'c', only boat types 'a' and 'b' 

were used in an analysis to determine whether there was an interaction between boat type and 

number of boats. Observations where three or more boats were present were combined when 

testing this interaction on clean leaps and slaps. 

Analysis of group envelope data 

Chi-square (x2) tests were performed to determine the effect of P AB, NB, TB and time of day 

on group envelope. Log-linear analysis was used to investigate the combined effects of each of 

PAB, NB, TB with time of day on group envelope. As described above, time blocks 4, 5 and 

6 were combined when testing the effects of P AB, NB and time of day on group envelope. 

Similarly, when testing the effect of TB, only time blocks 2, 3 and 4 were used. 

To account for the lack of independence between successive observations in time for group 

envelope data, two new data bases were made for additional analysis of the effects of P AB and 

NB on group envelope. For the first data base (testing the effects of PAB), the data were 

divided by the presence or absence of boats. Then, for each time block within a day, one 

observation was randomly chosen. For the second data base (testing the effects of NB), when 

the same behavioural state was observed in sequence during the same time block within a day, 

the mean number of boats present during the sequence of that state was calculated. x2 and log

linear analyses were then performed for each of these reduced data sets, in addition to the full 

data sets. 
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Do environmental conditions affect dolphin behaviour? 

Although incorporating time of day into all tests on dolphin behaviour accounts for most 

uncontrollable variables such as changing weather conditions, GLMs were used to investigate 

the overall effect of weather and sea variables on dolphin behaviour. The influences of BSS, 

percentage cloud cover and visibility on mean number of dolphins, pod dispersion, dolphin 

density, speed and number of directional changes were tested using the mean square for Day 

( environmental condition) as an error term. As mean speed and number of directional changes 

were calculated using theodolite positions taken repeatedly over the ten minute observation 

period, the influence of swell was tested on these behaviours ( as they were most likely to be 

affected by swell). As there was no overall significant effect of Beaufort Sea state, swell, 

percentage cloud cover or visibility on dolphin behaviour (Appendix F, Table 1), these 

variables were not accounted for when assessing the influence of human activities on dolphin 

behaviour. 

Does distance from shore affect accuracy of theodolite data? 

The accuracy of theodolite data diminishes with increasing distance from the theodolite to the 

subjects being tracked (Wtirsig et al. 1991). GLM was therefore used to determine whether 

increasing distance from the observation site was affecting the precision of theodolite positions 

on dolphins (ie. theodolite error). 

The mean distance of dolphin pods from the observation site was 3460 m (SD= 1861.43 m). 

There was no overall significant effect of distance from observation site on mean pod 

dispersion, dolphin density or number of directional changes (p < 0.05 for all tests). There 

was a significant interaction between time of day and distance from observation site on mean 

pod speed (F4,430 = 4.40, p = 0.002). During time block 3, dolphin speed increased slightly 

with increasing distance however, the correlation between distance and speed was weak (Table 

III), however standard deviation did not increase with increasing distance, indicating that 

observer error rather than theodolite error was influencing data. Distance was therefore used as 

a covariate when testing the effects of boats and swimmers, numbers and type of boat on pod 

speed. 

An increase in standard deviation with increasing distance would be expected if this was due to 

theodolite error. As this was not the case, a bias towards underestimating speed at increasing 

distances exists in the data. This is most likely due to the fact that it is harder to estimate the front of 

the pod when dolphin pods are closer to shore as individual dolphins can be seen swimming in front 

of the main pod. The influence of distance on speed did not affect the ability to detect dolphin 

responses to human activity. 
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Table HI. Mean dolphin pod speed (mis) and standard deviation (stdev) in relation to 
distance from observation site for time block 3. 

Distance from Mean speed Stdev 

observation site (m) (mis) 

0 - 2000 1.94 1.47 

2001 - 4000 1.80 1.15 

4001 - 6000 1.78 0.85 

> 6001 1.62 1.13 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Data were collected over 118 days from December 1993 to April 1994 and October 1994 to 

April 1995. Observations were made over 443 hours and 39 minutes, an average of three 

hours and 46 minutes per day. All statistical tests are at the 95% significance level (ie. p < 

0.05). There was no significant interaction between months and seasons for time spent 

observing dolphins (F3,90 = 0.26, p = 0.851). The time spent observing dolphins each day 

was therefore similar between months from the first and second field season. From the total 

observation time, 776 ten minute observation periods were used for analysis (Table IV). 
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Fewer observations were made in the first and last time blocks of the day. The lowest number 

of observations were recorded in the last time block due to either increased distance of dolphins 

from the observation site, poorer weather conditions or increased observer fatigue. All 776 

observation periods were used when summarising boat activity. However, as explained in the 

methods, 710 of these observations were used for analyses of dolphin behaviour. 

Table IV. Summary of the number of ten minute observation periods per time block used in 
analyses. 

Boat Activity 

Time block 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Number of observations 

88 

263 

197 

105 

52 

6 

In order to answer the first objective of this study (to document the exposure of dusky dolphins 

to human activities), I assessed the amount of time dolphins were accompanied by boats and 

the number and type of boats. 

A high amount of boat activity was observed south of Kaikoura over the study period, with at 

least one boat approaching within 300 m of a focal pod during 71.91 % of the total observation 
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time (Figure 3). There was a significant increase in the percentage of observation time boats 

were present from 65.23% in the first field season (1993-94) to 78.28% in the second field 

season (1994-95) (F1,92 = 3.97, p = 0.049). There was no significant effect of months on the 

percentage of time boats were present (F3,92 = 1.27, p = 0.290). On a total of 949 occasions, 

boats approached within 300 m of a dolphin pod over the study period. Boats were present for 

69.07% of the ten minute observations (Figure 4). Boat activity during ten minute periods was 

often high, with boats approaching or leaving dolphin pods during 34% of observations. 

During 8.2% of observations during which boats were present, the maximum number of boats 

at any one time exceeded three (Figure 5). In 95% of these observations, commercial and 

private boats were present. 

On average, eight boats approached within 300 m of the dolphins during each day observations 

were made (about two boats per hour of observation), an average of seven commercial boats 

and one private boat. The mean number of boats observed per day increased significantly from 

7.1 per day in the first field season to 9.0 in the second field season (t = -14.27, DF = 97, p ~ 

0.001). There was no significant interaction between months and seasons on the number of 

boats present (F3,s9 = 0.48, p = 0.696). Time of day significantly affected the mean number 

of boats that approached dolphins during observations, with the highest number of boat 

approaches during time block 5 (Figure 6; F5,770 = 3.68, p = 0.003). 

Per cent 
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time 
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75 -
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25 -

········· ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
......... ......... ......... 
......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
......... ......... 0 .....__ .................. ------1---.....__---'-'.-'-" """-""-'" •.;..• ___ __._ 

:2::1 Boat present Boat absent 

D 1993_94 

0 1994-95 

Figure 3. Percentage of total observation time that boats were present or absent within 300 m 
of a focal dolphin pod during the whole study period (Dec 93 - Mar 94 and Dec 94 - Mar 95). 
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Figure 4. The proportion of ten minute observations for which x number of boats 
approached within 300 m of a focal dolphin pod (n = 776). 
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Figure 5. The proportion of ten minute observations for which a maximum number of x 
boats were present at any one time (n = 776). 
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Figure 6. Mean number of boats that approached within 300 m of a focal dolphin pod during 
ten minute observations for different time blocks. Each time block represents a two-hour 
period with the first block beginning at sunrise. Error bars represent the standard error of the 
mean. 

Commercial dolphin and whale watching boats made up 84.4% (n = 793) of all boats present. 

Fishing boats made up 5.4% (n = 52), and 9.4% (n = 104) were private boats. The number of 

commercial and private boats that visited the dolphins per day increased significantly from the 

first to the second field season (Figure 7; F1,89 = 7.71, p = 0.007 and F1,89 = 6.19, p = 0.015 

for commercial and private boats respectively). The number of fishing boats did not change 

significantly between seasons (F1,89 = 0.70, p = 0.406). There was no significant interaction 

between month and season for the number of commercial, fishing or private boats present 

(F3,89 = 0.97, p = 0.412; F3,89 = 1.21, p = 0.311; and F3,89 = 0.64, p = 0.589, respectively). 

Values for Figure 6 were standardised by dividing the number of each type of boat present for 

each day by the observation time for that day and then multiplying by 240 minutes (as 

observations were made for four hours each day on average). 

Some boats stayed with the dolphins for several hours and when a boat left another boat would 

normally take its place. Commercial swim-with-dolphin boats leave at dawn from the main 

South Bay wharf and move in a southward direction, several kilometres offshore and parallel to 

the coast line, searching for dolphins pods. Once located, the movements and positions of 

dolphins are almost continuously followed until dusk by commercial whale and dolphin 

watching skippers. The activity of fishing boats in .the area was very constant and predictable 

from one day to the next. Activity of private boats was highest during the Christmas and New 

Year public holidays. Time of day significantly affected the mean number of boats that 

approached dolphins during observations, with the highest number of boat approaches during 

the mid-afternoon. 
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Figure 7. Mean number of commercial dolphin and whale watching, fishing and private 
boats that approached within 300 m of a focal dolphin pod per day during the first (Dec 93 -
Mar 94) and second (Dec 94 - Mar 95) field seasons. Error bars represent the standard error of 
the mean. 

Breaches of the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations 1992 

There were 88 instances (9.3% of total approaches) when boats did not abide by the conditions 

governing behaviour around dolphins set out under the Marine Mammals Protection 

Regulations (MMPR) (1992). These behaviours fell into three categories: 1) boats crossing in 

front of a dolphin pod, 2) boats driving through a dolphin pod and 3) boats driving fast within 

300 m of a dolphin pod. 

Private boats were most likely to cross in front of a dolphin pod and fishing boats were most 

likely to drive fast within 300 m of a pod (Figure 8). Commercial whale watching boats were 

observed to drive through and move around within a dolphin pod more often than other types 

of boats (Figure 9). On seven of these occasions these boats drove into the front of the pod 

and continued to move through the middle against the direction of the pod. The responses of 

dolphins during these situations will be presented within the case studies below. 

Over the course of the study, several film-makers visited Kaikoura to film dusky dolphins. 

Film crews often spent several intensive hours with dolphin pods, sometimes for several days 

on end. As film makers are seeking more impressive images, this often involves driving the 

boat amongst dolphin pods for close up shots and therefore not abiding by the MMPR. This 

applied to photographers as well. 
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Figure 8. Percentage of total approaches that commercial dolphin and whale watching, 
fishing and private boats crossed in front of a dolphin pod or drove fast within 300 m of a 
dolphin pod. 
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Figure 9. Percentage of approaches on which boats drove through a dolphin pod for each 
type of boat. 
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General Dolphin Behaviour 

Does time of day influence dolphin behaviour? 

The DoC needs to know whether there are particular times of the day when dolphins may be 

more susceptible to human disturbance. For this reason, the overall effect of time of day on 

dolphin behaviour was tested. 

The mean number of dolphins observed in a focal pod ranged from 292 to 320 dolphins for 

time blocks 1 to 5 (Figure 10). There was no significant interaction between seasons and 

months for the mean number of dolphins in a focal pod (F3,75 = 0.91, p = 0.442). 

30 

There was a significant overall time of day effect on mean pod dispersion, dolphin density, pod 

speed and number of directional changes (Wilks' Lambda, F16,630 = 1.77; p = 0.032). There 

was a significant relationship between time of day and mean pod dispersion (Figure 11; F4,230 

= 3.14, p = 0.017). Dolphin pods were most dispersed when they first came into the bay in 

the morning and grouped into progressively tighter pods during the course of the day. Testing 

for a linear component showed that there was a significant trend for decreasing dispersion over 

time (F1,230 = 6.34, p = 0.013). 

Mean dolphin density was 1.83 dolphins per square metre (SD = 2.22 dolphins per square 

metre). There was no overall significant effect of time of day on mean dolphin density (Figure 

12; F4,211 = 2.06, p = 0.087). However, when testing for a linear component, there was a 

significant trend for increasing dolphin density over time (F1,z11 = 4.18, p = 0.042). Mean 

dolphin density increased from 1.1 dolphins per square metre in time block 1 to 2.5 dolphins 

per square metre in time block 4 and decreased slightly during time blocks 5 and 6 combined. 

Mean speed was lowest during late morning and midday (Figure 13). There was no overall 

significant effect of time of day on pod speed (F4,264 = 2.10, p = 0.081; linear contrast, Fi,264 

= 1.60, p = 0.207). The number of theodolite positions used to estimate mean speed for a ten 

minute period did not significantly affect mean speed during different time blocks (F4,43o = 

1.93, p = 0.105). 

The mean number of directional changes increased over the day (Figure 14). There was a 

significant linear trend (F1,266 = 5.18, p = 0.024) with time. 
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Figure 10. Pod size during different time blocks of the day. Each time block represents a 
two-hour period with the first block beginning at sunrise. Time blocks 5 and 6 are combined. 
Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 11. Mean pod dispersion (m) during different time blocks of the day. Each time 
block represents a two-hour period with the first block beginning at sunrise. Time blocks 5 
and 6 are combined. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 12. Mean dolphin density (number of dolphins per square metre) during different 
time blocks of the day. Each time block represents a two-hour period with the first block 
beginning at sunrise. Time blocks 5 and 6 are combined. Error bars represent standard error 
of the mean. 
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Figure 13. Mean speed of dolphins during different time blocks of the day. Each time block 
represents a two-hour period with the first block beginning at sunrise. Time blocks 5 and 6 are 
combined. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 14. Mean number of directional changes made by dolphins during different time 
blocks of the day. Each time block represents a two-hour period with the first block beginning 
at sunrise. Time blocks 5 and 6 are combined. Error bars represent standard error of the 
mean. 

There was a significant effect of time of day on group envelope (Figure 15; x2 = 36.08, DF = 

12, p = 0.001 and x2 = 22.10, DF = 9, p = 0.009 for full and reduced data sets respectively; 

log-linear analysis, x2 = 39.12, DF = 9, p:::;; 0.001 and x2 = 25.78, DF = 9, p = 0.002 for full 

and reduced data sets respectively). The proportion of observations made of closed dolphin 

pods increased during the day, with a corresponding decrease of open pods. The proportion of 

observations made of dolphins in an extended line were similar among all time blocks. More 

observations were made of scattered pods in time block 1 than at other times of the day. As 

discussed in the methods, using the reduced data set was an attempt to account for possible lack 

of independence between observations. Tests were done on full and reduced data sets and the 

results were very similar. 

All aerial displays described by Cipriano (1992) were observed. These were noisy leaps (leaps 

with splashy re-entry), head slaps, acrobatic leaps (leaps with a spin or head-over tail leaps 

with a splash on re-entry), high leaps, double high leaps, low leaps, tail lobs, rooster tail and 

fast travel leaps. Noisy leaps, head slaps and acrobatic leaps were combined as "slaps", high 

leaps, double high leaps and low leaps were combined as "clean leaps". Slaps and clean leaps 

usually occurred in groups, with one animal continuing the same behaviour from 3 to about 20 

times. 

There was no overall significant effect of time of day on the mean number of slaps (F4,56 = 

1.92, p = 0.121). However, when testing for a linear component, there was a significant effect 
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of time (Figure 16; Fi,56 = 5.04, p = 0.029). This was most likely due to the large increase in 

the mean number of slaps from time block 4 to time block 5 and 6 combined. The mean 

number of clean leaps dolphins made was 0.522 per 100 dolphins (SD= 0.876). There was 

no significant effect of time on the number of clean leaps (Figure 16; F4,56 = 0.64, p = 0.635; 

linear contrast, F1,56 = 0.08, p = 0.780). 
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Figure 15. Frequency of dolphin group envelopes during different time blocks of the day. 
Time blocks 4, 5 and 6 are combined. Each time block represents a two-hour period with the 
first block beginning at sunrise. 
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Figure 16. Mean number of clean leaps and slaps made per 100 dolphins during different 
time blocks of the day for observations made during the second field season ( 1994-95). Each 
time block represents a two-hour period with the first block beginning at sunrise. Time blocks 
5 and 6 are combined. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 

Dolphin movement patterns 

This section briefly describes the general movement patterns of dusky dolphins off Kaikoura to 

help assess whether human disturbance has caused dolphins to spend less time in the area. 

Dolphin pods were regularly seen between Kaikoura Peninsula and Haumuri Bluffs (see Figure 

1). Table X summarises the number of days that dolphin positions were recorded during each 

month. For several weeks at a time, the direction from which dolphins entered the study area 

was similar from day to day. Similarly, the movements of dolphin pods during the day were 

often similar from day to day, for periods of several days to weeks. Theodolite positions of 

dolphin pods mapped over bathymetric contours, showed that dolphins moved closer to shore 

during the summer months (December, January and February) and further offshore during 

autumn (March, April) (Figures 17 and 18, for first and second field seasons respectively). 

During spring of the second field season (October and November) dolphins were seen most 

often straight off the observation site. Dolphins typically swam in water less than 800 m deep 

during the day and more often in water less than 400 m deep. 
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Table IV. Number of days that dolphin movements were tracked with a theodolite during 
each month for the first (1993-94) and second field seasons (1994-95). 

Month 

October 

November 

December 

January 

February 

March 

A ril 

1993-94 

7 

18 

18 

8 

4 

1994-95 

3 

11 

14 

9 

7 

17 

1 
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DEC 93 
n=7 

FEB 94 
n= 18 

APR94 
n=4 

JAN 94 
n= 18 

MAR94 
n=8 

Figure 17. Movement tracks of dusky dolphin pods off the Kaikoura coast line for each 
month of observations during the first field season (December 1993 to April 1994). 
• Symbol indicates the position of the observation site on the coast line. 
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Figure 18. Movement tracks of dusky dolphin pods off the Kaikoura coast line for each 
month of observations during the second field season (October 1994 to April 1995).•Symbol 
indicates the position of the observation site on the coast line. The first two months and the 
last two months of observations were mapped together as few observations were made in 
October 1994 and April 1995. 
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Feeding 

Surface feeding was occasionally observed during the day, characterised by high, clean re

entry leaps (Wiirsig and Wiirsig 1980) and erratic movement. Birds were often seen diving 

into the water amongst the dolphins, most likely to feed on the fish (which were often visible) 

the dolphins were herding at the water surface (Wiirsig and Wiirsig 1980; Wiirsig 1984). 

Feeding was noted on 10 separate occasions through the study period. Feeding on squid was 

also observed during the day on one occasion (Suzanne Yin, pers. comm.). 

Interspecific interactions 

Up to 60 common dolphins were regularly among the main dolphin pods observed in the late

summer to autumn period. Common dolphins also approached swimmers in the water. A 

lone, sociable female bottlenose dolphin (known as Maui) was also often seen with the dusky 

dolphins during the end of summer. Maui was often seen racing around the area with a pod of 

dusky dolphins. The main pod often showed erratic behaviour when Maui was present. These 

observations were not included in the main analysis of this report. Dusky dolphins were 

regularly seen associated with birds that were diving into the water amongst the dolphins, most 

likely to feed on fish. 

On 7 March 1995, a small pod of dusky dolphins, Maui and several New Zealand fur seals 

(Arctocephalus forsteri) were seen feeding together near the shore below the observation site. 

The dolphins were presumably herding a school of fish at the surface of the water and were 

taking turns to swim through the school of fish, presumably to feed. The seals were also 

swimming into the school of fish. This behaviour was observed from 10:31 to 10:39, when 

the pod became obscured from view by bushes. 

Killer whales were seen between Kaikoura Peninsula and Haumuri Bluffs on eight separate 

days over the study period from October 1994 through to March 1995. On one occasion, 

dolphins were seen swimming 50 m near several adult killer whale with no apparent change of 

behaviour. 

Calving 

Small pods of adult dolphins with calves (nursery pods) were seen throughout the summer 

months but less often as the summer progressed. Presumably they joined the main pod of 

dolphins when the calves were older, as juvenile dolphins were seen among these pods 

throughout the summer. Nursery pods were often seen swimming close to shore, with mother 

and calf breathing synchronously. On 30 March 1995, a small calf with its dorsal fin still 

folded over, was observed swimming with three adult dolphins, one presumably its mother, 

below the observation site. 
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Assessing the Effects of Tourism on Dolphin Behaviour 

In this section, the effects of the presence of boats and swimmers, different numbers of boats 

and different types of boats on dolphin behaviour are presented. 
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Observations were made on 188 dolphin pods. The mean number of dolphins within a focal 

pod was 352 (SE = 17 .0). Graphs of the mean number of dolphins in relation to the presence 

and absence, number and type of boats showed that differences among categories were within 

the margins of error of estimation by the observer (differences of 50 to 100 dolphins) 

(Appendix C). It was therefore decided that conducting statistical tests on these effects may 

result in incorrect conclusions being made. 

Does the presence of boats and swimmers change dolphin behaviour? 

There was no significant overall effect of presence or absence of boats and swimmers on mean 

dispersion, dolphin density, speed or number of directional changes (Wilks' Lambda, Fs,438 = 

0.738, p = 0.658; F4,219 = 0.770, p = 0.546 for contrast presence vs absence boats; F4,219 = 
0.926, p = 0.450 for contrast presence versus absence swimmers). As discussed in the 

methods, only these behaviours could be analysed using MANOV A as they were collected at 

the same time (see methods for recording surface activity) and group envelope includes 

categorical data. 

When each variable was analysed separately using analysis of variance, there was no 

significant interactive effect of boats and swimmers or significant direct effect of boats and 

swimmers on dolphin behaviour (Figures 19 and 20; Appendix D, Tables 1, 2 and 3). There 

was a suggestion of an effect of boats on mean pod dispersion (Figure 19a; F1,230 = 3.13, p = 
0.078), with pods being tighter when boats were present during time block 5 and 6 combined. 

This is also reflected in a higher dolphin density in the presence of boats at this time (Figure 

19b). The mean number of clean leaps made by dolphins was 7.5 times higher when boats 

were present during time block 3 and 2.8 times higher during time block 4 and 5 combined 

(Figure 19e). The mean number of slaps made by dolphins during time block 3 and time 

blocks 4 and 5 combined, were twice as high in the presence of boats (Figure l 9f). 

Power analyses indicate that fairly large changes in dispersion and dolphin density could have 

gone undetected (Table V). However, very small changes in speed, directional changes, and 

surface activity were detectable. When the number of theodolite positions used to estimate 

mean speed for each observation was used as a covariate, this did not modify the effect boats 

and swimmers had on mean speed (Fs,424 = 0.93. p = 0.488). 
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Table V. Summary of the differences detectable (with 95% power) in dolphin behaviour 
between observations made in the presence and absence of boats. *Detectable differences 
given as an absolute value due to using different methods for back-transforming to the original 
scale. 

Behaviour 

Dispersion (m) 

Dolphin density 

Speed (mis) 

Number of directional changes 

Number of clean leaps/100 dolphins 

Number of slaps/I 00 dolphins 

Detectable difference 

58% 

59% 

21% 

:21 * 
29% 

1.83* 

Mean pod dispersion, dolphin density, speed or number of directional changes did not change 

significantly between stages (observations made before, during or after boats) of different 

sequences ( observations of the same pod of dolphins from consecutive stages) (Appendix D, 

Table 4). For example, mean pod dispersion could have decreased by as much as 34% or 

increased by as much as 51 % (Table VI). Likewise, the mean number of directional changes 

made during different stages of each sequence showed very little differences (Table VII). It is 

possible that behaviours did not change at all as the 95% confidence intervals all include zero. 

For some behaviours, for example pod dispersion and dolphin density, we could only detect 

large differences (from a range of 72% to 142%) between stages (Table VIII). However, we 

can be 95% sure that mean pod speed did not change by more than 51 % between different 

stages. 
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Figure 19. Dolphin behaviour (a) pod dispersion, b) dolphin density (number of dolphins 
per m2), c) speed (mis), d) number of directional changes, e) number of clean leaps per 100 
dolphins and f) number of slaps per 100 dolphins) in the presence and absence of boats during 
different time blocks. Each time block represents a two-hour period with the first block 
beginning at sunrise. Time blocks 5 and 6 are combined for a) to d) and time blocks 4 and 5 
are combined fore) and f). Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 20. Frequency of dolphin group envelopes in the presence (a) and absence (b) of 
boats during different time blocks of the day. Time blocks 4, 5 and 6 are combined. Each time 
block represents a two-hour period with the first block beginning at sunrise. 
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Table VI. 95% confidence intervals for the mean differences in dolphin behaviour between 
observations made in the presence and absence of boats for serial data. Results are presented 
for differences between before and during boats (BD), and during and after boats (DA) 
compansons. 

Behaviour 

Dispersion (m) 

Dolphin density 

Speed (mis) 

BD 

(-34% to +51 %) 

(-39% to +42%) 

(-22%to+13%) 

DA 

(-21% to +29%) 

(-25% to +27%) 

(-12% to +9%) 

Table VII. 95% confidence intervals for the mean number of directional changes for each 
stage (before (B), during (D) and after (A)) of BD and DA sequences. 

Stage BD DA 

Before (0.89, 2.08) • 
During (0.98, 1.85) (1.05, 1.70) 

After • (1.12, 1.94) 
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Table VIII. Summary of the differences detectable (with 95% power) in dolphin behaviour 
between different stages (before (B), during (D) and after (A)) of BD and DA sequences with 
95% power. *Detectable differences given as an absolute value due to using different methods 
for back-transforming to the original scale. 

Behaviour BD DA 

Dispersion (m) 135% 67% 

Dolphin density 142% 72% 

Speed (mis) 51% 28% 

Number of directional ~1* ~1 * 

changes 

Does the number of boats present affect dolphin behaviour? 

There was no significant interaction between time of day and number of boats, or significant 

effect of number of boats on dolphin behaviour (Appendix E, Tables 1, 2 and 3). We can be 

95% sure that most behaviours did not change by more than 53% between observations made 

in the presence of different numbers of boats (Table IX). 
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Table IX. Summary of the differences detectable (with 95% power) for changes in dolphin 
behaviour between observations made in the presence of different numbers of boats. 
*Detectable differences given as an absolute value due to using different methods for back
transforming to the original scale. 

Behaviour 

Dispersion 

Dolphin density 

Speed 

Number of directional changes 

Number of clean leaps/100 dolphins 

Number of slaps/100 dolphins 

Does boat type make a difference? 

Detectable differences 

48% 

53% 

16% 

;::::1 * 

200% 

1.39* 
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This section describes the effects of different types of boats and different combinations of boat 

type on dolphin behaviour. Comparisons were made between observations made in the 

presence of commercial boats only (boat type 'a'), a combination of commercial and other boats 

(boat type 'b') and when only other boats were present (boat type 'c'). When investigating the 

effect of the interaction between type of boat and number of boat on dolphin behaviour, only 

boat types 'a' and 'b' were used. All three categories were used in other tests. 

There was no significant three-way interaction between boat type and number of boat and time 

of day, or two-way interaction between boat type and number of boats on mean pod 

dispersion, dolphin density, pod speed or number of directional changes (Appendix F, Table 

1 ). Time of day does not significantly modify the influence of type of boat on mean pod 

dispersion, dolphin density, pod speed, group envelope or mean number of slaps (Appendix E, 

Tables 1, 2 and 3). 

The effect of type of boat on the mean number of directional changes was significantly different 

depending on the time of day (Figure 21; F4,168 = 2.58, p = 0.039). The mean number of 

directional changes was higher for boat type 'b', when a combination of commercial and other 

boats were present, during time block 4. The mean number of directional changes for time 

blocks 2 and 3 were quite similar for the other boat type categories. 

There was also a significant interaction between time of day and type of boat for mean number 

of clean leaps made per 100 dolphins (Figure 22; F2,31 = 6.65, p = 0.004). The mean number 

of clean leaps was also highest for boat type 'b' during time blocks 3 and 4 combined. The 

mean number of clean leaps were much lower for the other boat type categories. 
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There was no significant direct effect of type of boat on mean pod dispersion, dolphin density, 

speed, number of directional changes, number of leaps, number of slaps or group envelope 

(Appendix F, Tables 1, 2 and 3). 
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Figure 21. Mean number of directional changes made by dolphin pods during different time 
blocks in the presence of different types of boats ( a = commercial boats only, b = commercial 
boats and fishing and/or private boats and c = fishing or private boats only). Error bars 
represent standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 22. Mean number of clean leaps per 100 dolphins during different time blocks in the 
presence of different types of boats (a= commercial boats only, b = commercial boats with 
fishing and/or private boats and c = fishing or private boats only). Time blocks 3 and 4 are 
combined. En-or bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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Case studies of dolphins modifying their behaviourfollowing boat approaches 

During 1.6% of total boat approaches, dolphins changed their behaviour following boat 

approaches. These case studies are not representative of typical responses made by dolphins to 

boat activity as discussed earlier in the results section. Most of these observations were made 

when boats failed to abide by the conditions governing behaviour around marine mammals as 

set out under the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations 1992. 

Case 1: 

On 17 November 1993, an active seismic boat (L'Atalante) came inshore, south of Kaikoura 

Peninsula. The sounds of the airgun firing could be heard through an underwater hydrophone 

well before the boat was seen. The dolphins and whales in the area quickly moved offshore as 

the boat moved inshore. 

Case 2: 

On 28 December 1993, at 9:56, a pod of about 200 dolphins was observed swimming slowly 

at 0.66 mis. One of the commercial dolphin watching boats drove fast though the middle of the 

pod that immediately started swimming faster at 2.14 mis in the same direction. 

Case 3: 

On 28 December 1993, at 11 :39, the same pod of dolphins in Case 2 was swimming slowly 

(0.36 mis) beside one of the commercial dolphin watching boats and among swimmers. A 

small private boat drove straight through and around the pod. The dolphins began swimming 

in all directions and became more spread out. After the private boat had gone, the dolphins 

started moving faster (1.35 mis) in the same direction again. 

Case 4: 

On 28 December 1993, at 11:22, a swimmer was seen swimming fast towards a dolphin that 

swam quickly in the other direction. 

Case 5: 

On 30 December 1993, at 13: 15, a pod of about 600 dolphins was swimming slowly (0.56 

mis) as a closed pod, with individuals moving in the same direction. Two private boats drove 

on either side of the pod from the back to the front and then across the course of the pod. The 

dolphins changed direction away from the boats and began swimming in all directions and 

became less cohesive. At 13:17 the dolphins were swimming faster (1.16 mis) in a different 

direction than before the boats arrived. 
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Case 6: 

On 14 January 1994, a pod of about 400 dolphins was swimming at 2.57 mis with little surface 

activity. At 12: 15 one of the commercial whale watching boats was driving 2 km from the 

observation site and stopped to scan for the dolphins that were about 300 m away, swimming 

with little aerial activity. Then several dolphins made leaps that the skipper of the boat most 

likely saw as the motors were immediately revved audibly and white water could be seen 

around the boat. At the same time as the motors were heard revving, the dolphins took off 

porpoising with about 200 dolphins in the air at once. The pod continued to travel fast, 

porpoising about 300 m for about 30 seconds while the boat slowly moved closer to the pod. 

By 12: 17 the boat was stationary with the dolphin pod that was then swimming slowly 

(1.71m/s). 

Case 7: 

On 11 February 1994, as one of the commercial dolphin watching boats approached the front 

of a pod of about 550 dolphins, the dolphins took off fast and travelled away from the boat. 

Case 8: 

On 12 February 1994, a pod of about 300 dolphins was resting with slow swimming and no 

surface activity until a private small runabout approached the pod at high speed. The dolphins 

took off fast in the opposite direction to the dinghy. 

Case 9: 

On 23 March 1994, an open pod of about 60 dolphins appeared to be feeding from 9: 19 to 

10:20. The dolphins were moving in all directions, making many clean leaps and birds were 

diving into the water amongst the dolphins. This behaviour stopped when one of the 

commercial dolphin watching boats approached the pod within 300 m and the dolphin pod 

began swimming in the same direction as the boat. 

Case 10: 

On 8 April 1994, a pod of about 750 dolphins appeared to be feeding from 9:56 to 10:08, being 

quite active with birds diving amongst them. This behaviour stopped when one of the 

commercial dolphin watching boats approached. The boat stayed with the pod which did not 

resume feeding. 

Case 11: 

On 15 November 1994, at 14:41, a nursery pod was seen swimming in a tight pod for six 

minutes until two of the commercial dolphin watching boats drove within 20 m of the pod. The 

pod then dispersed and was still dispersed and hard to follow by 14:53. Nursery pods were 

normally observed in fairly tight pods. 
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Case 12: 

On 17 November 1994, a pod of about 200 dolphins was travelling in a tight pod when a 

fishing boat drove fast through the middle of the pod at 8:58. The dolphins immediately split 

into two groups. At 9:04, one half of the pod was swimming towards the other dolphins. 

Case 13: 
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On 7 December 1994, a pod of about 250 dolphins was resting as a tight pod for at least 15 

minutes with no aerial activity and swimming slowly. At 10: 12, one of the commercial dolphin 

watching boats approached the dolphins. When swimmers entered the water amongst the 

dolphins, they became more active. 

Case 14: 

On 24 January 1995, a pod of about 250 dolphins was swimming at 1.47 mis at 12:19. One of 

the commercial whale watching boats approached the dolphins at wake speed within 300 m at 

12:20. The pod erupted in all directions travelling fast. At 12:21 the boat was moving amongst 

the dolphin pod which had split in two. At 12:22 one half of the pod was moving fast towards 

the other dolphins. By 12:29 the pod had rejoined and was swimming at 1.0 mis. 

Case 15: 

On 2 February 1995, a pod of about 250 dolphins had been moving slowly with a fishing boat 

stationary within 500 m of the pod for half an hour. The boat suddenly started moving away 

from the area at high speed and at the same time the pod became more active with 6 leaps in the 

air at once. After a couple of minutes the pod became quiet again. 

Case 16: 

On 3 March 1995, a pod of dolphins was swimming at 3.88 mis when one of the commercial 

whale watching boats approached the pod and started driving around within the pod. The 

dolphins slowed down to 1.23 mis and changed direction during this time. By 12:06 the boat 

had left the dolphins that were then swimming at 1.06 mis. 

Boat approaches with no apparent modification of dolphin behaviour 

In addition to presenting results where dolphins showed a change in behaviour in response to 

boats, it is also important to present observations where dolphins showed neutral behaviour 

around boats and swimmers. 

On 30 December 1993, a pod of about 300 dolphins was seen resting for 45 minutes, 

swimming slowly with no aerial activity. One of the commercial dolphin watching boats was 

stationary in the area with swimmers in the water. The dolphins swam backwards and 

forwards through the swimmers and under the boat at least five times while they rested in the 
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same area. Dolphins were seen swimming under stationary boats without changing their 

previous course of travel on 20 other occasions. They were also seen swimming through 

swimmers in the water on 20 occasions. 

Boat-based Observations 
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Boat-based observations of swimmer/dolphin interactions were made on 23 occasions from January 

to March 1995. Swim-with-dolphin boats would normally approach a pod of dolphins from the rear 

and move up alongside the front of the pod. When a boat approached a pod of dolphins, dolphins 

often swam away from the main pod and towards the boat to bow-ride, swim alongside the boat and 

swim in the vessels' wake. Attempts to put swimmers in the water would usually only take place 

when dolphins were seen bow-riding or swimming close to the boat. The swimmers would position 

themselves at the end of the boat and get into the water from a platform. Swimmers were advised to 

get into the water as quietly as possible so as not to startle the dolphins and then swim forwards in 

the direction of the dolphins. While the swimmers were in the water, the skipper would either put 

the boat in neutral or move slowly forward with the swimmers. When several dolphins stayed to 

interact with the swimmers (sustained interactions), the boat's engine was turned off. In this way, 

the main pod of dolphins would continue swimming, leaving the boat and swimmers behind. 

Swimmers were allowed to enter the water with the dolphins 3.17 times on average (SD= 

1.58) during each swim-with-dolphin trip. Swimmers spent on average 40 minutes (SD = 11 

mins) in total in the water with the dolphins. On average, 8.7% of a dolphin pod (mean pod 

size= 203.27, SD= 147.02) sustained interactions with swimmers during each time swimmers 

got into the water. It was difficult to individually identify each dolphin that was seen interacting 

with swimmers so it is possible that the same dolphins swam with the swimmers on several 

occasions during one swim-with-dolphin trip. A number of dolphins approached the boat to 

bow ride on almost every instance that observations were made from a boat when the boat was 

within 300 m of a focal dolphin pod. However, whenever swimmers were put into the water, 

dolphins did not always approach them. The dolphins interacted differentially with the 

swimmers. Dolphins maintained more contact with swimmers who kept their faces or entire 

bodies underwater compared to swimmers that looked around above the water. Dolphins were 

particularly interactive with swimmers that dove down under the water. 

During all swim-with-dolphin tours, a guide on the boat talks to the tourists about the biology 

and behaviour of dusky dolphins and about the wider issues of conservation in the marine 

environment. At the end of the trip, an information package about dusky dolphins and 

conservation groups is given to the tourists. 
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Personal Swim-with-dolphin Experiences 

Underwater observations during at least 20 swim-with-dolphin trips were also made. On every 

entry into the water a dolphin swam towards me to circle at least briefly. Some encounters only 

lasted a few seconds with dolphins swimming by and perhaps returning later, however most 

lasted several minutes or longer. Interactions comprised dolphins approaching and positioning 

themselves parallel to me during diving, smfacing and swimming. They often changed 

direction and speed of travel in response to similar changes by me. On one occasion, two 

dolphins stayed with another swimmer and me for 45 minutes. There were many instances 

when I saw a pod ( of up to 20 dolphins) approaching from up to 50 m away. The pod would 

swim with me for a while and then continue swimming in the direction they had been 

swimming before the interaction. During some of these encounters the pod would swim slowly 

with me for several hundred metres before leaving. Sustained interactions such as this indicate 

that the dolphins were attracted to a swimmer. 

During three separate swims over a period of three weeks, I identified the same dolphin by 

dorsal fin damage, white skin markings and a half shut eye. This dolphin repeatedly 

approached and swam with me. On one occasion, an adult female and calf (about one third the 

adult's length) approached me for a brief encounter. Eye contact appeared to be made between 

me and dolphins during encounters. During one swim, when a large pod of several hundred 

dolphins swam through a group of swimmers, a dolphin brushed me with a pectoral fin while 

swimming past. 

Summary Of Results 

Dolphin reactions to different types of boats appear to change during the course of the day. 

Later in the day, dolphins made more directional changes and clean leaps when a combination 

of commercial and other boats were present. Boat type does not significantly affect pod 

dispersion, dolphin density, speed, number of slaps or group envelope. 

No statistically significant differences were found when comparing dolphin behaviour in the 

presence of boats and swimmers or in the presence of different numbers of boats. Several 

behaviours showed substantial but not statistically significant differences, when boats were 

present. For example, clean leaps and slaps decreased during the day when boats are absent, 

and increased during the day when boats were present. Likewise, dolphins pods were tighter 

during time blocks 5 and 6 combined when boats were present. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

Boat Activity 

The first objective of this study was to document the exposure of dusky dolphins to human 

activities off the Kaikoura coast. Boats were present with dolphins for 72% of the total 

observation time. This does not include down-time when I was not watching the dolphins. 

This large proportion of time is due, in part, to the high amount of communication between 

commercial skippers, fishing boats and commercial aircraft about the position of dolphin pods. 

This means that boats leaving are soon replaced by other boats. 

There was a significant increase in the amount of time boats were with dolphins from 1993 -

1994 summer to 1994 - 1995 summer. This is due to the significant increase in commercial and 

private boats visiting the dolphins per day over this period. Better weather conditions in 

summer 1994 - 1995 may have enabled boats to spend more time on the water. Contact may 

also have been facilitated by the dolphins spending more time in the area. An increase in public 

awareness about the proximity of dolphins off Kaikoura may also have contributed to this. It 

will be important to continue research at Kaikoura to determine if boat activity around dolphins 

increases in the future. 

Breaches of the Marine Mammals Protection Regulati01is ( 1992) 

The Marine Mammals Protection Act (1978) was established for the protection, conservation 

and management of marine mammals within New Zealand. The Marine Mammals Protection 

Regulations (1990) were established to control human activities around marine mammals and 

were amended in 1992. It is in the operator's best long-term interests to manoeuvre around the 

dolphins in a manner least likely to disturb them to ensure that the dolphins remain in the area in 

easy access to commercial tours. 

Under the MMPR ( 1992) no more than three boats or aircraft are permitted within 300 m of a 

dolphin pod. The maximum number of boats present with dolphins at one time only exceeded 

three during 8.2% of observations during which boats were present. When three boats were 

already with the dolphins most additional boats waited beyond 300 m until one boat left. It was 

normally when commercial and private boats were present that more than three boats were 

within 300 m. There were also times when aircraft were flying over the dolphins and three 
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boats were present. It became apparent that tour operators were not aware that this was against 

the regulations or were flouting the regulations. 

Under the MMPR (1992) boats are not allowed to drive through a pod of dolphins. 

Commercial whale watching boats were observed to drive through and move around within a 

dolphin pod more often than other types of boats. There were seven occasions when whale 

watching boats drove into the front of the pod and continued to move through the middle 

against the direction of the pod. The boats were sometimes positioned perpendicular to the 

direction the dolphins were swimming. 

Boats are to approach a dolphin from a direction that is parallel to and slightly to the rear of the 

dolphin. Private boats were most likely to cross in front of a dolphin pod. As discussed 

previously, crossing in front of a dolphin pod appears to disturb the dolphins and should 

therefore be prevented. 

Boats are to proceed at wake speed when within 300 m of dolphins. Fishing boats were most 

likely to drive faster than this when within 300 m of a pod. I did not observe any obvious 

responses to these fishing boats. This may be due to the predictability of their movement 

because commercial fishing boats have been active in the area since before dolphin watching 

operations began. Their movements are generally in a straight line from one net or crayfish pot 

to the next. Some cetacean species habituate to certain kinds of noise, particularly repetitive and 

predictable noise (Thorpe 1963; Jones and Swartz 1984; Watkins 1986). Janik and Thompson 

( 1996) found that bottlenose dolphins did not show significant changes in behaviour to boats 

that passed through the study area in a predictable straight line. It is also possible that the 

dolphins recognise individual boats and learn which boats will follow them and those that 

ignore them (Irvine et al. 1981). 

Under the MMPR (1992) aircraft up to an altitude of 600 m must be no closer than 150 m 

horizontally of a dolphin pod. They must also remain at a minimum altitude of 150 m above a 

dolphin pod. On one occasion a helicopter was seen flying so low over a pod of dolphins that 

it produced sea spray and waves. Unfortunately I was not able to collect complete observations 

of the behaviour of the dolphin pod in response to this event. No obvious effects of aircraft 

operating whale and dolphin watching trips were noted during the study. 

Dolphin watching skippers approach dolphins in a manner appropriate for their behavioural 

state and therefore were more likely to recognise signs of disturbance. Most skippers will 

move slowly beyond 100 m if dolphins appear to be resting (swimming slowly with little aerial 

activity). Dolphin pods that were swimming fast were generally not sociable towards 

swimmers in the water and were usually followed by the boat until the pod speed decreased. 
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When dolphins were swimming at an average speed with some aerial activity, they were 

generally more approachable. Indications that dolphins have been disturbed include: 1) 

"turning away" where a pod of dolphins consistently changes direction so that they are heading 

away from boats; 2) "startle" where the pod accelerates suddenly with individuals porpoising; 

and 3) when a pod of dolphins that were previously swimming slowly, increases speed and 

aerial activity at the close approach of a boat. 

Daily Behavioural Patterns 

Dusky dolphins at Kaikoura rest and socialise in the shallow bay during the day and move 

farther from shore in late afternoon. This behaviour is similar to Hawaiian spinner dolphins, 

Stenella longirostris, who rest in shallow protected bays during the day, then move offshore to 

feed at night (Non-is and Dohl 1980a; Norris et al. 1994). The daytime movement of dolphins 

into protected bays with shallow water has been attributed to predator avoidance (Norris and 

Dohl 1980a; Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980). 

Dusky dolphins moved rapidly when they first came in shore in the morning (mean= 2.0 mis) 

and slowed down by midday (mean= 1.63 mis). They then swam faster during the afternoon. 

Cipriano (1992) also found that dolphins were engaged in slow swimming more often during 

the middle of the day. Slow swimming is often interpreted as resting (Norris and Dohl 1980a; 

Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980; Cipriano 1992), suggesting that dusky dolphins spend more time 

resting during late-morning and midday periods. 

Dolphins made significantly more directional changes as the day progressed and pods became 

significantly tighter (reflected in changes in pod dispersion, dolphin density and group 

envelope) over the day. This behaviour may indicate an increase in the synchronisity within the 

pod (Norris et al. 1994) and may be associated with the need to maintain effective acoustic and 

visual contact within resting pods (Norris and Dohl 1980b). This may be especially important 

when calves are present and thus more vulnerable to predation (Constantine et al. 1997). 

Dusky dolphins frequently exhibited aerial activity during most times of the day, as is common 

in many delphinid species (Norris and Dohl 1980b; Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980; Wtirsig 1986; 

Black 1994). The amount of aerial activity varied widely from one hour to the next. Individual 

dolphins often made the same type of slap (eg. head-over-tail leaps) up to 20 times in quick 

repetition. Single clean leaps occurred most as single leaps, often in unison with one or more 

dolphins. This behaviour was also observed by Cipriano (1992) and Wtirsig and Wtirsig 

(1980) and in Pacific white-sided dolphins (L. obliquedens) (Black 1994). 

There was no significant effect of time of day on the mean number of clean leaps made by 

dolphins. They made significantly more slaps at the end of the day. Hawaiian spinner 
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dolphins also move more rapidly with increased frequency of aerial activities in late afternoon 

(Norris et al. 1994). The increase in aerial activity and speed may reflect a general increase in 

the energy level of the pod as they move offshore to feed at night. Dolphin pod dispersion and 

density also increased in the mid to late afternoon. Behaviour is also significantly influenced by 

a diurnal rhythm in other free-ranging dolphin species (Saayman et al. 1973; Wiirsig and 

Wiirsig 1980). 

The Short-term Effects of Human Activities on Dolphin Behaviour 

The second objective of this study was to assess the short-term responses of dusky dolphins to 

boats and swimmers. I determined whether the presence of boats and swimmers, increasing 

numbers of boats and different types of boats changed the behaviour of dusky dolphins. 

Presence of boats and swimmers 

There were no significant overall effects of boats and swimmers on mean pod dispersion, 

dolphin density, speed and number of directional changes. When each variable was considered 

separately, no significant differences were found when comparing dolphin behaviour in the 

presence and absence of boats and swimmers. The influence of swimmers on surface activity 

and group envelope could not be assessed due to small sample sizes. It was also beyond the 

scope of this study to assess whether the presence of swimmers altered individual dolphin 

behaviour. It is possible that a ten minute observation period is too long to assess the effect of 

swimmers on a focal pod as responses may be more immediate and therefore not detectable. A 

boat based study similar to Constantine (1995) would be useful to describe individual dolphin 

responses to swimmers. 

Some dolphin behaviours changed in the presence of boats but there were no statistically 

significant interactions between time of day and dolphin behaviour. In the mid-afternoon, pods 

became more dispersed when boats were absent but remained tight when boats were present. 

Dolphin pod density was also higher when boats were present in mid-afternoon. Several 

studies have shown that dolphin pods become more cohesive in response to the presence of 

boats (Norris et al. 1978; Irvine et al. 1981; Au and Perryman 1982; Blane and Jaakson 1994). 

This may be related to improving communication among pod members. However, Richardson 

et al. (1985) observed closed pods of bowhead whales becoming more scattered when boats 

approached. The effects of boats on pod dispersion of dusky dolphins needs to be investigated 

further. 

Dolphins made seven times as many clean leaps when boats were present during the late

morning and twice as many clean leaps during midday and early afternoon. They also made 

more than twice as many slaps from late-morning onwards when boats were present, than 

when boats were absent. However, there was no significant interaction between time of day 
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and surface activity. The lack of a statistically significant interaction may be due to the low 

sample size of surface activity observations (n=61) as smface activity was quite variable within 

a few hours. Overall, the number of slaps appeared to increase over the day in the presence of 

boats but decrease when boats were absent. Dolphins may make more clean leaps and slaps in 

the presence of boats for several reasons. An increase in aerial activity may reflect disturbance 

behaviour and agitation. Baker et al. (1983) found that the frequency of occurrence of aerial 

behaviour in humpback whales was significantly correlated with the presence of large ships and 

with closes approaches of boats. An increase in aerial activity may also improve 

communication between individuals by visual and acoustic means (Norris and Dohl 1980b; 

Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980; Heimlich-Boran 1988; Norris 1991; Norris et al. 1994; Corkeron 

1995) when boat noise is produced close to pods. This response may also reflect an increase in 

the excitement or motivation levels of dolphin pods (Lockyer 1978; Norris and Dohl 1980b; 

Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980; Black 1994; Slooten 1994). 

Whether an increase in aerial activity in the presence of boats is a disturbance reaction, for 

improved acoustic or visual communication, or results from increased excitement is difficult to 

elucidate. Dolphins spend the day resting, socialising and occasionally feeding and then move 

offshore to feed at night (Cipriano 1992). Increased activity at a time when dolphin pods are 

normally least active may prevent dolphins from resting. If dolphins do not rest enough during 

the day and have a higher energy consumption through increased aerial activity, they may not 

gain enough energy for feeding at night. Boat activity may need to be reduced from late 

morning to prevent this disturbance. 

Serial data are the most powerful data for investigating the effects of boats on dolphins, 

collected from observations with boats present and those before or after these observations 

(Gordon et al. 1992). This controls for the effects of individual pods, time of day and other 

confounding variables. Mean pod dispersion, dolphin density, pod speed and number of 

directional changes did not change significantly when boats arrived or when boats left. 

However, there were few opportunities (see Table II) to observe dolphins pods before, during 

and after the presence of boats as boats were present for a high proportion of the observation 

time. The differences would have had to be substantial to be statistically significant, for 

example, dolphin density would have had to change by 72% when boats left. A higher sample 

size of serial observations would allow smaller differences in dolphin behaviour to be 

detectable. 

Number of boats presence 

Under the MMPR (1992), no more than three boats and/or aircraft are allowed within 300 m of 

a dolphin pod at the same time. We did not find any significant differences in dolphin 
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behaviour with different numbers of boats. In the meantime, the three boat regulation does not 

appear to be inappropriate. 

Boat type 

The presence of different types of boats had no significant effect on mean pod dispersion, 

dolphin density, speed or number of slaps. The number of directional changes and clean leaps 

made by dolphin pods was significantly affected by boat type and these responses changed 

during the course of the day. Dolphins made more directional changes in the early afternoon 

and a higher number of clean leaps during midday and the early afternoon, when a combination 

of commercial with fishing and/or private boats were present. The mean number of directional 

changes and clean leaps were similar between the presence of commercial boats and the 

presence of fishing and/or private boats. 

Responses of dolphins and whales to boat activity are usually related to the noise frequency 

produced by boats (Richardson et al. 1995; McCauley et al. 1996), with the amount of noise 

produced varying according to hull configuration, method of propulsion, overall boat design, 

boat maintenance and the way the boat is driven (McCauley et al. 1996; Gordon et al. 1992; 

Andrew Baxter, pers. comm.). However, the categories used to define the different types of 

boats in this study (ie. commercial, fishing and other boats) consist of a considerable range of 

vessel and engine types (see Table 1). Therefore, the effect of a combination of commercial 

boats with fishing and/or private boats indicates that dolphins may respond to boat behaviour 

and uncertainty in behaviour. It also suggests that dolphins are able to recognise individual 

boats, as mentioned previously. Commercial and private boats are manoeuvred to bring them 

close to the dolphins, often with multiple changes in speed and direction. These boats usually 

follow a dolphin pod for a large proportion of the observation period. In comparison, fishing 

boats normally drive past dolphin pods without stopping, their behaviour being particularly 

predictable. As already discussed, dolphins did not show any obvious responses to fishing 

boats driving fast past them. This may be why the combination of commercial boats with 

private or fishing boats caused more disturbance than the combination of private and fishing 

boats. If the behaviour of boats is more consistent and predictable between commercial, fishing 

and private boats, the effect of boat type on dolphin behaviour may be minimilised. 

Several other studies have observed differences in cetacean responses to different types of 

boats. Gray whales make more deviations from their migration course in response to boats, 

with significantly more deviations in the presence of private boats compared to commercial 

whale watching boats (Bursk 1983). Bursk (1983) commented that some private operators 

have little experience with gray whale migration and inadvertently move too fast and approach 

too close when whale watching. Swartz and Cummings (1978) found that gray whales at San 

Ignacio Lagoon generally avoided fishing boats. They observed that commercial operators use 
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more discretion when choosing whale to boat distances and throttle speeds (to insure that the 

whales' behaviour remains predictable), presumably to ensure whale behaviour remains 

predictable. Burgan and Otis (1995) also observed differences in boat behaviour between 

commercial and non-commercial boats but they found no relationship between this and killer 

whale behaviour. 
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An increase in the number of directional changes may indicate that dolphins are avoiding boats 

by continually adjusting their direction of swimming away from boats. This behaviour may 

also reflect a degree of indecision as to what direction to swim when several different types of 

boats are surrounding the pod and moving in different ways. Several studies have observed 

dolphins and whales moving erratically and making more directional changes in response to the 

presence of boats (Bursk 1983; Acevedo 1991; Baker and MacGibbon 1991). This is usually 

interpreted as an attempt to move away from the source of disturbance (WUrsig and WUrsig 

1980; Au and Perryman 1982; Baker and Herman 1989; Hawke 1989; Polacheck and Thorpe 

1990; Acevedo 1991; Constantine and Baker 1996; Ritter 1996). 

Time of day modified the influence of boat type on the number of directional changes and clean 

leaps. Dolphins may be more susceptible to disturbance from early afternoon as they normally 

enter a more restful state. 

Dolphin behaviour following boat approaches 

Dolphins were occasionally seen to be clearly disturbed by the activities of boats. Typical 

behaviours observed from dolphin pods were pods splitting, stopping with individual dolphins 

swimming in different directions, becoming less cohesive, changing direction and speed. 

These occurrences could almost always be attributed to the boat failing to follow the regulations 

controlling behaviour around marine mammals. Numerous other studies have found that rapid 

movements of boats, with fast shifts in speed or direction, are particularly disturbing to 

cetaceans (Watkins 1981, 1986; Baker and Herman 1989; Beach and Weinrich 1989; Kruse 

1991; Baker and MacGibbon 1991 ). It is unlikely that occasional fright makes much difference 

to the dolphins' biological fitness, although this might depend on its age, reproductive state and 

general health status. 

On several occasions resting pods of dolphins showed a change in behaviour when they were 

approached by boats. Dolphins showed an increase in aerial activity and speed, and pods 

became more dispersed. Dolphins also appeared to feed for long periods until boats 

approached and subsequently interrupted feeding behaviour. This altered behaviour could 

either be a direct reaction to boat approach or a secondary one, as the boat may have had an 

effect on prey movement. Sardinella aurita, for example, reacts to passing boats by vertical 

avoidance (Gerlotto and Freon 1992). Neither resting nor feeding behaviour was resumed once 
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the boat had left the pod. Beluga whales involved in feeding and travelling would generally not 

resume these behaviours following disturbance by a boat (Kleinenberg et al. 1969; Pippard 

1985). In comparison, Constantine and Baker (1996) found that feeding behaviour by 

bottlenose dolphins was least likely to change when a boat approached. Swartz and Jones 

( 1978) found that resting gray whales were far more sensitive to disturbance than were 

"courting" whales. Although dusky dolphins were seen feeding in the daytime, it is unknown 

how often or how energetically important occasional feeding may be. In order to minimise the 

risk of boats disturbing dolphins, boats should not approach resting pods (slow swimming 

with little aerial activity) or feeding pods (generally characterised by dolphins moving erratically 

and making lots of high clean leaps, often with birds diving into the water among them). 

Dusky dolphins moved rapidly offshore when an active seismic boat approached the coast 

south of Kaikoura Peninsula. Several studies have shown that whales and dolphins show 

avoidance of active seismic boats (Richardson et al. 1986; Malme et al. 1983, 1984, 1987; 

Ljungblad et al. 1988; Richardson et al. 1991; Mate et al. 1994; Goold 1996). 

Summary of Short-term Disturbance Behaviour 

The changes in dolphin behaviour in the presence of boats show that although dolphin pods 

have been exposed to boats for a long time they still react to boat activity. They have not 

completely habituated to tourism despite the length of time and years of exposure. However, 

the biological significance of such short-term behavioural changes is unknown. It is also 

possible that I did not measure all behaviours that might have been altered by humans. It is 

unknown whether foraging time or efficiency are reduced due to human presence. The 

significance of short-term changes in behaviour on the long-term fitness of individuals is also 

unknown. 

Boat-based Observations 

Boat-based observations demonstrated that an encounter with a pod did not always result in 

swimmers entering the water with dolphins. Reasons for not swimming were usually related to 

the behavioural state of the dolphins. Swims were usually attempted when dolphins 

approached the boat to bow-ride, swim in the wake or alongside the boat. Observations made 

from commercial boats show that only a small number of dolphins from the main pod stay to 

interact with the swimmers in the water. These dolphins appear to control their interactions 

with people as they initiate and terminate the contact. When swimmers are placed in the path of 

large pods of dolphins, initial contact is not always controlled by the dolphins but they have the 

choice to change direction away from the swimmers when they enter the water. The lack of 
;' 

statistically significant responses to swimmers does not mean that there is no effect of 

swimmers on dolphin behaviour. However, pods of dolphins were often seen swimming 

straight through swimmers without changing their direction of travel and did not appear to be 
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disturbed by their presence. On several occasions adult dolphins (presumably mothers) 

approached me in the water with their calves close beside them, indicating a certain level of trust 

held by the dolphins. This has also been observed in gray whales (Payne 1995). 

Swimmers reported that dolphins moved away from them when they attempted to make 

physical contact. Spinner dolphins react "negatively" (increased speed, abrupt change in 

direction, aggressive posturing) when swimmers were aggressive, move fast or splash (Kerri 

Danil, pers. comm.). Other studies have found that free-ranging dolphins do not often make 

physical contact with humans (Lockyer 1990; Frohoff and Packard 1995). 

There are some individual dolphins, easily recognisable due to discolouration, scars and cuts on 

the fins and body, that approach the commercial boats to bow ride and interact with the 

swimmers during the summer. Further study is needed to determine how often the same 

individuals approach the boats and interact with swimmers and whether the sex or age of 

dolphins influences these interactions (see Blane and Jaakson 1994). 

The Long-term Effects of Human Activities on Dolphin Behaviour 

To assess the long-term effects of human activities on the daily activity and seasonal movement 

patterns of dusky dolphins, comparisons were made with data on dolphin behaviour, group 

structure and movement patterns during 1984-88 (Cipriano 1992), before commercial 

operations began. Most research on the effects of dolphin watching does not begin until after 

the dolphin watching operation is well under way. Together with the data gathered in this and 

future studies, Cipriano's (1992) data are essential in any assessments of the long-term effects 

of human activities on dolphins at Kaikoura. 

Daily activity 

Behaviour and pod structure of coastal dolphins is related to bathymetry (Hui 1979; Heimlich

Boran 1988; Scott et al. 1990; Felleman et al. 1991; Cipriano 1992; Norris et al. 1994), 

distance to shore (Cipriano 1992), depth (Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1980; Shane 1990; Cipriano 

1992), time of day (Shane 1980, 1990; Brager 1993), season (Saayman and Tayler 1979; 

Irvine et al. 1981; Shane 1990; Cipriano 1992; Black 1994) and prey distributions and 

behaviour (Wtirsig and Bastida 1986). Although a detailed analysis of dolphin behaviour in 

relation to most of these variables was beyond the scope of this study, some of these activities 

(eg. climatic factors and prey distribution) may have changed since Cipriano's (1992) study 

was done. Caution must be used when making comparisons of dolphin behaviour between 

observations that were made ten years apart. 

More than half of all pods observed by Cipriano (1992) had 40 to 200 individuals, with a mean 

of 65 individuals per pod during spring, summer and autumn. A higher proportion of closed 
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and open pods than scattered and extended pods were observed during the day. Most pods 

were closed or open later in the day. Cipriano (1992) found that dolphins were engaged in 

slow swimming more often during the middle of the day. Dolphins engaged in zig-zag 

swimming (defined by "discontinuous group travel with numerous directional changes ... ") 

more than other behaviours from mid-morning onwards. Cipriano (1992) found that the 

number of slaps tended to increase over the course of the day. The daily behaviour observed 

by Cipriano before dolphin watching began appears similar to observations made in this study. 

However, without the use of statistical tests, we can not say for sure that daily behaviour has 

not changed. This comparison reflects that no major changes in behaviour have occurred over 

time. 

Seasonal movement patterns 

There are no indications that dusky dolphins are showing changes in their spatial distribution 

over the summer to autumn months in response to increased boat activity. Several studies on 

the impacts of human activities on cetaceans have noticed changes in spatial behaviour of 

animals, with whales spending less time in areas of high boat activity (Nishiwaki and Sasao 

1977; Reeves 1977; Norris and Reeves 1978; Herman et al. 1980; Glockner-Ferrari and Venus 

1983; Salden 1988; Duffus 1996). Dusky dolphin pods were regularly seen between Kaikoura 

Peninsula and Haumuri Bluffs to the south. Dolphins were seen most often straight off the 

observation site during spring 1994. Dolphins moved in a tight band along the coast line 

during summer (December, January and February), and moved farther from shore and over the 

canyon axis during autumn (March and April ). This compares with descriptions of dolphin 

movements that were made before dolphin watching operations began (Stonehouse 1965; 

Cipriano 1992; Barbara Todd, pers. comm.). 

Summary of long-term effects of dolphin watching 

The daily activities and movement patterns of dusky dolphins do not appear to have changed 

since dolphin watching began. Several tour operators believe that more calves have been 

present in the area recently. However, this may also indicate that adults with calves are 

becoming habituated to boats and approaching them more often. Several studies have found 

that cetaceans have remained in areas where they have been exposed to boat traffic for years 

(Jones and Swartz 1984; Watkins 1986; Beach and Weinrich 1989; Janik and Thompson 

1996). Dusky dolphins may not be able to efficiently move north or south of the immediate 

area due to the importance of the area for resting, calving and feeding. It is also possible that 

the dolphins stay in the area because the disturbance is minor and does not outweigh the 

importance of the area. In addition, changes in movements patterns may not be detectable for 

several years to come. Watkins ( 1986) found that responses of baleen whales to boats changed 

over 20 years as a major whale watching industry developed off New England. It is therefore 
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necessary to continue monitoring the movements of dolphins off Kaikoura as changes in 

responsiveness may occur over a longer time scale. 

Winter Swimming 
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Until recently, swim-with-dolphin activities took place only in summer, from November 

through April. However, in the past two years there has been an increase in commercial 

operations with dolphins during winter months. It now appears that the industry will be 

operating year round, although with reduced frequency in winter. Dolphin watching operators 

speak of "summer" and "winter" pods of dolphins. It is possible that the "winter dolphins" are 

different individuals from those seen in summer (Wtirsig et al. 1996). Calves are included in 

"summer pods" but are infrequently observed in "winter pods". Adults with calves may move 

north as waters turn cooler in winter, while some without calves may stay in the area or come 

from further south (Wtirsig et al. 1996). Long-term identification and genetic studies are 

needed to determine whether the same dolphins are targeted by commercial tours throughout the 

year. If they are the same individuals, the cumulative summer and winter effects of human 

disturbance must be considered. 

Limitations of Study Design 

Split track data analysis 

Theodolite tracks are often split into segments ( eg. Kruse 1991) in order to analyse the 

behaviour of the subject being followed. This can be a problem if these theodolite tracking 

segments are analysed as if they were independent data points as they are probably not 

statistically independent (Rob Williams and Robin Baird, pers. comm). In this study, the 

following methods and statistics were used to reduce this problems. The same dolphin pod 

was often tracked for several hours throughout the day, however, most of the observations 

used for analyses were not end-to-end ten minute periods but were separated by five to ten 

minutes when I recorded surface activity or rested. Some observations could not be used in the 

analyses if they did not follow the necessary criteria (see methods). I incorporated time blocks 

in the model, lowering the estimates of actual allowable degrees of freedom used to calculate 

statistics. Degrees of freedom were therefore directly related to sample sizes of observations 

within each time block for each given day. 

Theodolite tracking error 

There are several factors that can create inaccuracies in data collected by theodolite tracking 

(summarised in Wtirsig et al. 1991, pp. 83-85; Twigg and Mayo 1996). The magnitude of 

distance errors is directly proportional to the distance to the pod and inversely proportional to 

the cliff height. Theodolite stations on higher cliffs (as in this study) substantially reduce such 

errors. The height of the cliff was calculated for two separate studies (Cipriano 1992 and the 
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present study) and was consistent between the two. This fmiher reduces error in the 

calculations of dolphin behaviour by ensuring cliff height was determined accurately. 
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The effect of theodolite tracking error on dolphin behaviours was investigated. Overall, error 

associated with theodolite positions did not appear to affect the accuracy of the data. There was 

a weak correlation between distance from observation site and dolphin speed. This was 

significant during time block 3 with a slight decrease in speed with increasing distance. An 

increase in standard deviation with increasing distance would be expected if this was due to 

theodolite error. This was not the case, suggesting there may be a bias towards 

underestimating speed at increasing distances. This could be due to the fact that it is harder to 

estimate the front of the pod when dolphin pods are closer to shore as individual dolphins can 

be seen swimming in front of the main pod. The influence of distance on speed did not affect 

the ability to detect dolphin responses to human activity. 

There are other possible sources of error when using a theodolite to track dolphin pods. There 

is the difficulty of accurately fixing the front of the pod when pods tend to move in an 

amoeboid fashion. When some individuals at the front of the pod move faster than the rest, the 

front of the pod may seem slightly closer or further away from the observation site. This 

would result in overestimating changes in direction. This was accounted for by limiting a 

change in direction to ::::::45°. 

Defining disturbance 

Changes in dolphin behaviour do not necessarily indicate disturbance. Short-term behavioural 

changes may be positive reactions (eg. bow riding). However not only avoidance but also 

seemingly positive reactions, could have possible long-term effects on the population. Another 

important issue is how large a difference in behaviour is to be considered a significant 

disturbance. Long-term research on the effects of dolphin watching is necessary to determine 

whether short-term behaviour changes cause changes in dolphin survival, feeding and 

reproductive success. Until such data are available, it is very difficult to determine how large a 

difference in behaviour between test and control conditions is considered biologically 

significant. 

This study documents the level of dolphin watching activity and the effects of dolphin watching 

on dolphin behaviour. Management agencies, such as the DoC in consultation with scientists 

and operators, will need to make judgements on which behavioural changes are to be 

considered "disturbance" or "harassment". Long-term research will be needed to determine 

which behaviour changes are biologically significant. 

In this study, I have carried out statistical power tests to describe the largest detectable effects of 

human activities on dolphin behaviour that may have been present. When tests did not detect 
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significant effects of human activities, it does not necessarily mean that dolphin behaviour did 

not change but that more subtle differences in behaviour we were able to be differentiated 

statistically. This may be attributed to study design or small sample sizes (Fairweather 1991; 

Taylor and Gerrodette 1993; Thomas and Krebs 1997) and should be taken into consideration 

when considering the results of this study. 

Disturbance rates 

This study relies on comparing dolphin behaviour in the presence and absence of boats. I had 

no experimental control over the sources of potential disturbance, and therefore can not be 

completely certain that observed changes were causally related to particular stimuli. An 

experimental approach, for example where operators are asked to come and go in order to test 

dolphin responses would be the obvious next step (Reeves et al. 1984). However, this would 

be very difficult to control, organise and cost for. 

I was limited to describing the responses of dolphins to boats within 300 min this study. Due 

to the high boat activity in the area there were few periods when boats were absent and I was 

unable to determine how long it takes before dolphins return to an undisturbed state. I therefore 

assume that dolphins return to their undisturbed state immediately after boats have moved 

outside of 300 m. Leatherwood et al. (1991) found that river dolphins (boto Inia geoffrensis 

and riverine tucuxi Sotaliajluviatilis) in Peru moved away from boats but resumed pre

disturbance activities within a few minutes. However, Ljungblad et al. (1988) found that 

disturbance effects of active geophysical boats on bowhead whales waned within one hour after 

a disturbance. 

This study was targeted at describing the behavioural responses of the main pods in the area. I 

could not record individual dolphin responses to boat activity as the pods were too large. As 

responses to boats have been found to vary among individuals of the same species (Hewitt 

1985; Hawke 1989; Polacheck and Thorpe 1990; Leatherwood et al. 1991; Janik and 

Thompson 1996), it is highly likely that individual dusky dolphins respond in different ways to 

interactions with boats. However, the DoC is unlikely to be in a position to consider this 

micro-level of effort. 

Liniit of information to collect 

A limited amount of information could be collected by one observer. For example, when boats 

were present, no distinction between stationary and moving boats was made in analyses. 

Stationary boats with their motors turned off and those with motors in idle, may cause less 

disturbance compared to constantly moving boats. This would make it more difficult to detect 

the effects of boats on dolphins. 
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Nursery pods 

It was beyond the scope of this study to record the responses of nursery pods to boat activity. 

Sample sizes of nursery pods that were observed for short periods of time were too low for 

statistical analysis. 

Short-term versus long-term impacts 

This study has been aimed primarily at describing short-term responses of dolphins to human 

activities. I was able to assess the long-term effects of dolphin watching on dolphin pods by 

comparing the daily behaviour and movement patterns of dolphins in the present study with 

Cipriano's observations before dolphin watching began. However, more crucial long-term 

effects on the health and demographic changes (such as calving) of the population need to be 

monitored before conclusions about long-term effects can be made. 

During each commercial dolphin encounter, information about the number, location and 

behaviour of dolphins and environmental variables are recorded. These data may help our 

understanding of the long-term impacts of human activities on the dolphin population at 

Kaikoura. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the two primary objectives of this study are summarised below: 

1. To document the exposure of dusky dolphins to human activities off the Kaikoura coast. 

Dolphins are subject to a high level of boat activity at Kaikoura. The time that commercial and 

private boats spent with dolphins increased from 1994 to 1995. As private boats are not limited by 

permits, it is likely that their activity will increase in the future. 

There were 88 instances when boats did not abide by the conditions governing behaviour around 

marine mammals set out under the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations (1992). Private boats 

were most likely to cross in front of a dolphin pod and fishing boats were most likely to drive fast 

within 300 m. Commercial whale watching boats were observed to drive through and move 

around within a dolphin pod more often than other types of boats. 

2. To assess the short-term responses of dusky dolphins to boats and swimmers. 

There is evidence that dolphins show short-term changes in behaviour when boats approach 

within 300 m. In addition, there may be certain times of the day when dolphins are more 

susceptible to boat disturbance. This is most likely related to times when dolphins are normally 

resting. Aerial activity increased in the presence of boats from late-morning onwards, however 

there was no statistically significant interaction between aerial activity and time of day. When 

boats were absent, aerial activity decreased from late-morning onwards. Aerial activity may 

have increased in the presence of boats for several reasons. It may improve communication 

within the pod when boats noise is present. It may also be a disturbance response or reflect an 

increased level of excitement. Dolphin pod dispersion was twice as high when boats were 

present during mid to late afternoon. This may also be to improve communication between 

individuals of a pod. Dolphin behaviour was not affected by the number of boats. However, 

this does not mean that dolphin behaviour did not change but that more subtle differences in 

behaviour were not able to be differentiated statistically. The mean number of directional 

changes increased during midday and the mean number of clean leaps increased during the late

morning and midday when a combination of commercial boats with fishing and/or private boats 

were present. The significant effect of boat type and time of day indicates that dolphins may 
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respond to boat behaviour and uncertainty in behaviour and that they are more susceptible to 

disturbance later in the day. It also suggests that dolphins are able to recognise individual 

boats. There were also many instances when dolphins appeared to respond directly to certain 

boat activities, normally when boat skippers did not follow the conditions governing boat 

behaviour around dolphins as set out under the MMPR (1992). 
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There are no indications that boat activity has resulted in dolphins moving away from the area. 

Current dolphin watching activities have few significantly detectable effects on dolphin 

behaviour. However, a lesser effect of human activities on dolphin behaviour might still be 

biologically significant even though it is not statistically significant. In addition, the high 

proportion of time that boats are associated with dolphin pods is a cause for concern. Until data 

are available on the long-term and biological effects of tourism, it would seem prudent to 

maintain the level of disturbance at or below current levels. Whilst dusky dolphins are not 

endangered, the Kaikoura population is one of the most easily accessible dolphin populations in 

the world and is genetically distinct from other populations. This dolphin population is an 

exceptional marine tourism resource and therefore the industry needs to be managed carefully to 

ensure that impacts are minimised. A precautionary approach, ensuring that boat disturbance 

does not increase will reduce the risk of potential long-term changes in the health, survival and 

reproductive success of the population. 

Management Recommendations 

The secondary aim of this project was to management recommendations to the DoC for dolphin 

watching and swimming operations, with respect to the observed short-term effects of human 

activities. 

1. Given the observed change in dolphin behaviour in the presence of boats, it would be prudent to 

carefully regulate boat activity. There is currently a high amount of private and commercial boat 

traffic off Kaikoura. The activity of private boats in the area will most likely increase through public 

awareness. Until more data are available on the long-term effects of tourism, it seems prudent to 

maintain or reduce the present levels of boat disturbance. 

2. There was a significant effect of boat type on the number of clean leaps and directional changes 

made by dolphins and responses were effected by time of the day. The education of boat skippers to 

make the behaviour of boats more consistent and predictable between commercial, fishing and private 

boats should reduce the effect of boat type on dolphin behaviour. 

3. Dolphins appear to be more susceptible to disturbance from late morning when they may spend 

more time resting. This disturbance is reflected in increased aerial activity and directional changes. 

A reduction in boat activity from late morning to the mid afternoon should reduce disturbance. 
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4. There were many cases where boats did not approach or drive around dolphin pods in the 

way recommended under the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations (1992). The conditions 

governing behaviour around dolphins need to be enforced on commercial, fishing and private 

boat skippers, film makers and photographers included. Management options may include: on

site education, enforcement and public/media education. Skippers need to be made aware that 

certain manoeuvres, such as sudden changes in engine revs, putting the engine in reverse and 

sudden changes in direction create noise that may disturb dolphins. Scientists have 

recommended that operators are made aware (by listening to hydrophones) of the noise their 

boats make in different situations (IFAW 1996). Similarly recreational boaters need to be 

educated about appropriate behaviour around dolphins and that additional boat noise may be 

threatening the dolphins and the livelihoods of local operators. 

Training and educational programs for operators and managers may be equally, if not more, 

important than public education. Regulations need to effectively control people by being workable 

and non-ambiguous. Legislative back-up is needed for regulations to become effective on their own 

as education programmes are often ineffective (Workshop on swim-with-dolphin activities, 

Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals, Florida, December 1995). 

5. Swimming with juveniles or a pod of dolphins that includes juvenile dolphins is not 

permitted under the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations (1992) (Part III, 20(b)). 

However, during the summer, the majority of dolphin pods include juvenile dolphins and it is 

these pods that commercial operators target. This definition would therefore prevent swimming 

with the majority of dolphin pods encountered over the summer. It may be more realistic to 

amend the rule to prevent swimming with 'nursery pods', consisting of only mothers and their 

calves, instead of pods that include juvenile dolphins. 

Future Research 

There are a number of issues raised by this initial research on the impacts of tourism on dusky 

dolphins. 

1. Future studies on the impacts of tourism on dolphins should endeavour to gain more 

observations of the same group of dolphins before, during and after an encounter with a boat. 

If at all possible, there should be periods when the movement, approach speed and distances of 

boats are under the control of the researcher to allow better comparison of dolphin responses 

under different conditions. This would allow a balance of observations in the presence and 

absence of boats within each time block and therefore provide high statistical power. Such a 

design would need to take account of the need for dolphin and whale watching operators to 

follow timetables and cater to the interests of their passengers. 
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2. Within the data set collected for the present study there is potential for further analyses. For 

example, sequence analysis of behaviour in relation to boat approach direction, speed and 

movement would yield more detailed information on immediate responses of dolphins to boats. 

Investigating the variation in dolphin speed within observations made in the presence and 

absence of boats may also yield more information on disturbance responses. 

3. Additional information about boats would be useful. For example, the effects of moving 

and stationary boats on the activity of dolphins should be differentiated. Richardson et al. 

(1985) found that the proportion of bowhead whales orienting away from the study boat while 

stationary with the motor off was no greater than expected by chance. Consideration should 

also be given to the possibility that boats from a wider area may be disturbing the dolphins. 

4. The qualitative data on interactions between swimmers and dolphins provides a general 

description of the situation off Kaikoura. However, a more detailed study using a standardised, 

systematic approach is needed to determine whether this activity is disturbing the dolphins. 

5. Long-term photo-identification (see Wiirsig and Jefferson 1990) of dolphins will help 

establish a) whether the same pods are being targeted by the operators and b) whether the 

"summer dolphins" are distinct from the "winter dolphins". This is needed to assess the 

cumulative impacts of dolphin watching off Kaikoura. 

6. This study has identified short-term changes in dolphin behaviour in response to boat 

activity. From a conservation perspective, the primary goal of management should be to 

prevent deleterious long-term effects at the population level. A sustained monitoring 

programme needs to be established to assess the possible long-term effects of disturbance on 

population biology (survival and reproductive rates) and activity of dolphin populations in the 

Kaikoura region. 

7. Social science research can play an important role in the management of human interactions 

with wildlife. Research is needed to determine what people are learning from their experience 

with the dolphins and how these interactions are affecting conservation issues and the wider 

conservation movement. How many boats will tourists tolerate before they become dissatisfied 

with the dolphin experience? The potential benefits to conservation from visiting dolphins in 

their natural environment should be recognised and taken into consideration in the management 

of dolphin watching. 
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APPENDIX A, Table 1. Division of daylight hours into two-hour blocks for behavioural analysis. The first time block of the day begins 

at sunrise. The last time block for each month ends with sunset. *Daylight saving time. 

Time *Nov *Dec *Jan *Feb Mar Apr *Oct *Nov *Dec *Jan *Feb *Mar Apr 
Ii 

(j) 
:::i 

Block 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 95 95 95 95 0.. --:>< 

1 0556 0543 0607 0649 0625 0702 0639 0556 0543 0607 0648 0625 0701 ?:-
0756 0743 0807 0849 0825 0902 0839 0756 0743 0807 0848 0825 0901 

v --< --r:n --0 

2 0757 0744 0808 0850 0826 0903 0840 0757 0744 0808 0849 0826 0902 I~ 0957 0944 1008 1050 1026 1103 1040 0957 0944 1008 1049 1026 1102 
~ ---

3 0958 0945 1009 1051 1027 1104 1041 0958 0945 1009 1050 1027 1103 ll 1158 1145 1209 1251 1227 1304 1241 1158 1145 1209 1250 1227 1303 
i= 
'"'! r:n --4 1159 1146 1210 1252 1228 1305 1242 1159 1146 1210 1251 1228 1304 j!. 1359 1346 1410 1452 1428 1505 1442 1359 1346 1410 1451 1428 1504 8 
(j) 

v' -5 1400 1347 1411 1453 1429 1506 1443 1400 1347 1411 1452 1429 1505 I~ 1600 1547 1611 1653 1629 1703 1643 1600 1547 1611 1652 1629 1705 

6 1601 1548 1612 1654 1630 • 1644 1601 1548 1612 1653 1630 1706 

1801 1748 1812 1854 1830 1844 1801 1748 1812 1853 1830 1758 

7 1802 1749 1813 1855 1831 • 1845 1802 1749 1813 1854 1831 • 

2002 1949 2013 2038 1852 1953 2002 1949 2013 2054 1852 

8 2003 1950 2014 . • . • 2003 1950 2014 • . • 

2033 2106 2110 2033 2106 2110 

1---< 



Appendix B: Example of model used in statistical analyses II 

APPENDIX B. 

Example Of Model Used In Statistical Analyses 

General Linear Models Procedure 

Dependent Variable: Dispersion 

Source 

Model 

Error 

Corrected Total 

Source 

Time 

Day(Time) 

Number of boats 

Number of boats*Time 

DF 

254 

233 

487 

DF 

4 

230 

4 

16 



Appendix C: Pod size in relation to the presence and absence of boats and number of boats III 

APPENDIX C 

Pod Size in Relation to Presence and Absence of Boats and Number of boats 

Number of 
dolphins 

400 

300 

200 

100 

... 

... 

... 
... 

0 -'-"-'"'"'"· -f--J-t..:·'"'"· t-.L..J.:..:•. •..:..;· ··1-L.i:....:.· ."""'. 1--':....C..:.}-'-t~l _._ 

2 3 4 5/6 

Time Block 

[] Boats absent 

D Boats present 

Figure 1. Pod size in the presence and absence of boats during different time blocks of the 
day. Each time block represents a two-hour period with the first block beginning at sunrise. 
Time blocks 5 and 6 are combined. EITor bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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300 

Number of 
200 

dolphins 

100 ..... 

0 __.__._ ...... ·-· ·.__, ..... · ·..,.· ~· . ._ .... ·..,.· -· ...... _.._ . ....,. ·,...· .... · _._._. ·,...· ....... 

0. 2 3 

Number of boats 

Figure 2. Pod size in relation to the total number of boats that came within 300 m of a focal 
pod during an observation period. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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APPENDIX D 

Effect of Boats and Swimmers on Dolphin Behaviour 

Table 1. Results from GLM contrast tests to determine the effect of the interaction between 

presence or absence of boats and swimmers and time of day (PABS*time) on dolphin 

behaviour. Contrasts were between the presence (P) and absence (A) of boats and swimmers. 

Behaviour 

Dispersion (m) 

Dolphin density 

Speed (m/s) 

Number of directional 

changes 

PABS*Time 

Fs,243 = 1.03 

p = 0.412 

Fs,225 = 0.94 

p =0.481 

Fs,424 = 0.96 

p = 0.469 

Fs,426 = 1.33 

p = 0.229 

P vs A Boats p vs A Swimmers 

FI,243 = 3.13 F1,243 = 0.31 

p = 0.078 p = 0.581 

F1 ,225 = 1.12 F1,225 = 0.00 

p = 0.292 p = 0.999 

F1,424 = 0.14 FI,424 = 0.40 

p = 0.708 p = 0.527 

Fl ,426 = 1.44 F 1,426 = 0.03 

p=0.231 p = 0.873 

Table 2. Results from GLM tests to determine the effect of the interaction between presence 

or absence of boats <!,nd time of day on the mean number of clean leaps and slaps made per 100 

dolphins. 

Clean leaps Slaps 

F1,61 = 0.03, p = 0.873 F1,61 = 0.12, p = 0.728 



Appendix D: Effect of boats and swimmers on dolphin behaviour V 

Table 3. Results from Chi-square and log-linear analyses to determine the effects of boats on 

group envelope of dolphin pods for full and reduced data sets. 

Data Set Chi-square Log-linear 

Full x2 = 0.62, DF = 3, p = 0.891 x2 = 5.50, DF = 3, p = 0.138 

Reduced x2 = 0.30, DF = 3, p = 0.960 x2 = 4.15, DF = 3, p = 0.246 

Table 4. Results from GLM tests to detect changes in dolphin behaviour from sequences 

before (B), during (D) and after (A) the presence of boats.* GLM contrast tests of dolphin 

behaviour from BDA sequences. 

Response BDA B vs D* D vs A* BD DA 

Dispersion (m) F2,12 = 0.90 F1,7 = 3.14 FJ,7 = 3.19 F1,22 = 0.00 F1,56 = 0.00 

p = 0.431 p = 0.120 p=0.120 p = 0.968 p = 0.954 

Dolphin density F2,10 = 2.18 F1,6 = 4.91 FJ,6 = 0.96 F1,19 = 1.18 F1,51 = 0.35 

p = 0.164 p = 0.069 p = 0.366 p = 0.291 p = 0.559 

Speed (mis) F2,12 = 0.52 F1,13 = 0.16 F1,13 = 1.22 F1,21 = 0.51 Fl,56 = 0.13 

p = 0.607 p = 0.695 p = 0.290 p = 0.483 p = 0.721 

Number of F2,26 = 0.40 F1,2s = 0.83 F1,2s = 0.07 FJ,29 = 0.00 FJ,29 = 0.19 

directional p = 0.676 p = 0.371 p = 0.798 p = 0.956 p = 0.586 

chano-es 



Appendix E: Effect of different numbers of boats on dolphin behaviour VI 

APPENDIX E 

Effects of Different Numbers of Boats on Dolphin Behaviour 

Categorical values for number of boats (0, 1, 2, 3 and 24) were used in all tests. 

Table 1. Results from GLM tests to determine whether there is an effect of the interaction 

between number of boats and time of day (number*time) or direct effect of number of boats on 

dolphin behaviour. 

Behaviour Number*Time Number 

Dispersion (m) F16,233 = 0.45, p = 0.967 F4,233 = 0.66, p = 0.621 

Dolphin density F16,215 = 0.43, p = 0.973 F4,215 = 0.47, p = 0.756 

Speed (mis) F16,414 = 1.40, p = 0.138 F4, 414 = 0.26, p = 0.906 

Number of directional changes F16,416 = 1.14, p = 0.311 F16,416 = 0.73, p = 0.574 

Table 2. Results from GLM tests to determine the effect of the interaction between number of 

boats and time of day (number*time) and the direct effect of number of boats on the mean 

number of clean leaps and slaps made per 100 dolphins. 

Behaviour Number*Time Number 

Clean leaps F9,54 = 0.10, p = 0.999 F3,54 = 0.15, p = 0.932 

Slaps F9,54 = 0.33, p = 0.951 F3,54 = 0.17, p = 0.916 
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Table 3. Results from Chi-square and log-linear analyses to determine the effects of number 

of boats on the group envelope of dolphin pods for full and reduced data sets. 

Data Set Chi-square Log-linear 

Full x2 = 6.437, DF = 12, p = 0.893 x2 = 7.02, DF = 12, p = 0.856 

Reduced x2 = 9.214, DF = 12, p = 0.685 x2 = 8.56, DF = 12, p = 0.740 
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APPENDIX F 

Effect of Type of Boat on Dolphin Behaviour 

Comparisons were made between observations made in the presence of commercial boats only 

(boat type 'a'), a combination of commercial and other boats (boat type 'b') and when only 

other boats were present (boat type 'c'). 

Table 1. Results from GLM tests to determine the effects of interactions between 1) boat type 

categories 'a' and 'b', number of boats and time of day (type*number*time), 2) boat type 

categories 'a' and 'b'and number of boats (type*number), 3) all boat type categories and time 

of day (type*time) and 4) the direct effect of type of boat on dolphin behaviour. 

Response Type*Number Type*Number Type*Time Type 

*Time 

Dispersion (m) F4,50 = 0.43 F2,so = 1.45 F4,l 16 = 1.71 F2,II6 = 0.80 

p = 0.432 p = 0.245 p = 0.153 p = 0.453 

Dolphin density F4,43 = 1.60 F2,4s = 1.03 F4,107 = 1.48 F2,107 = 0.22 

p = 0.191 p = 0.363 p = 0.213 p = 0.807 

Speed (mis) F4,103 = 0.22 F2,I03 = 0.01 F2,107 = 2.03 FI,107 = 0.08 

p = 0.929 p = 0.992 p = 0.136 p = 0.776 

Number of F4,91 = 0.97 F2,9I = 1.63 F4,207 = 2.58 F2,207 = 0.49 

directional changes p = 0.430 p = 0.202 p = 0.039 p = 0.614 



Appendix F: Effect of type of boat on dolphin behaviour 

Table 2. Results from GLM tests to determine the effect of the interaction between type of 

boat and time of day (type*time) and the direct effect of type of boat on the mean number of 

clean leaps and number of slaps made per 100 dolphins. 

Behaviour Type*Time Type 

Clean leaps F2,30 = 6.56, p = 0.004 F2,30 = 2.45, p = 0.103 

Slaps F2,30 = 0.88, p = 0.425 F2,30 = 0.77, p = 0.395 

Table 3. Results from log-linear analyses to determine the effect of the interaction between 

type of boat and time of day (type*time) and the direct effect of type of boat on the group 

envelope of dolphin pods for full and reduced data sets. 

Data Set Type*Time Type 

Full x2 = 0.51, DF = 4, p = 0 .. 973 x2 = 2.44, DF = 5, p = 0.785 

Reduced x2 = 0.76, DF = 4, p = 0.944 x2 = 3.26, DF = 5, p = 0.660 

IX 
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APPENDIX G 

Effects of Environmental Conditions on Dolphin Behaviour 

Table 1. Results from GLM tests to determine the effects of Beaufort Sea state (BSS), swell 

(m), visibility and percentage cloud cover on the behaviour of dolphins. 

Response BSS Swell Visibility % Cloud 

Dispersion (m) F4,103 = 0.29 F9,59 = 0.52 F2,117 = 0.17 F4,104 = 0.45 

p = 0.887 p = 0.851 p = 0.843 p = 0.776 

Dolphin density F4,93 = 0.42 Fs,so = o.60 F2,101 = 0.77 F4,92 = 1.15 

p = 0.790 p = 0.774 p = 0.465 p = 0.337 

Speed(m/s) F4,128 = 0.34 F9,65 = 0.71 F2,135 = 0.18 F4, 115 = 0.44 

p = 0.853 p = 0.697 p = 0.834 p = 0.776 

No. of directional F4,128 = 0.51 F9,64 = 0.78 F2,135 = 2.19 F4,11s = 0.62 

changes p = 0.726 p = 0.631 p = 0.115 p = 0.646 

No. of clean F3,31 = 0.40 F4,29 = 0.39 F2,34 = 0.02 F4,33 = 0.42 

leaps/I 00 dolphins p = 0.755 p=0.815 p = 0.976 p = 0.796 

No. of slaps/100 F3,31 = 0.90 F4,29 = 1.41 F2,34 = 0.21 F4,33 = 0.48 

dolphins p = 0.453 p = 0.254 p = 0.809 p = 0.748 




